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Abstract 
 
 This work presents an energetic approach to investigate the attributes of twinning 
in Nickel-Titanium (NiTi) shape memory alloy. In particular, atomistic mechanisms of 
twin growth in two different phases of NiTi are characterized with barrier energy in this 
thesis. In addition, energetics of dislocation twin boundary interactions in a face centered 
cubic (fcc) metal (Copper) that contributes to strengthening is investigated.  Density 
Functional Theory based ab initio calculation and Molecular dynamics (MD) correspond 
to the right length and time scale for these events, and utilized in this study. 
 The first part of the work elucidates the details of twinning in martensite (B19‟) 
and austenite (B2) as the major deformation mode in NiTi undergoing thermoelastic 
phase transformation.  Combined shears, shuffles and interface shifts are operative in a 
complicated way to generate different twin modes in these two phases. Along with the 
growth mechanism, we report on generalized planar fault energy and generalized stacking 
fault energy barriers in NiTi shape memory alloys in the monoclinic martensite state and 
cubic austenitic state. Specifically, in martensitic regime, we report energy barriers for 
(001), (100) and (201) type twin nucleation and growth with atomistic details of 
combined shear and shuffle.  Our energetic approach successfully predicts the evolution 
of deformation twins in martensite that are observed in experimental studies. In addition, 
we investigate the (112) and (114) deformation twin formation mechanism in austenitic 
NiTi that provides enhanced ductility in this intermetallic compound. The entire potential 
energy surface (PES) and mean energy path (MEP) during twinning is an outcome of our 
simulations, providing the needed insight to the atomistic processes. We suggest that the 
results provide a quantitative methodology in development of new shape memory alloys 
where twinning can occur at stress levels far below that corresponding to plastic 
deformation. 
 Further, an outstanding issue, detwinning in NiTi, has been addressed via first 
principles energetics calculations of twin nucleation and growth.  Shape memory 
behavior of NiTi alloys directly depends on the detwinning or growth of twin variants in 
martensite.  Our results based on ion relaxation and valence charge distribution point to a 
iii 
 
distinct energy barrier during detwinning process and the mechanism is mediated by a 
complex conjunction of shear and shuffle. 
 In the second part of the work, the energetics of slip-coherent twin boundary 
(CTB) interactions are established under tensile deformation in fcc copper with molecular 
dynamics simulations, exploring the entire stereographic triangle. The CTBs serve as 
effective barriers in some crystal orientations, more than others, consistent with 
experimental observations. The resulting dislocation structures upon slip-twin reactions 
are identified in terms of Burgers vector analysis. Visualization of the dislocation 
transmission; lock formation; dislocation incorporation to twin boundaries; dislocation 
multiplication at the matrix-twin interface; and twin translation, growth, and contraction 
behaviors cover the most significant reactions that can physically occur providing a 
deeper understanding of the mechanical behavior of fcc alloys in the presence of twin 
boundaries. The results show a considerable contribution of shear stresses and the 
residual dislocation at the twin boundaries and point to its effect in strengthening of fcc 
metals.      
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lmn].  Non –deformation twins are indicated. 
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Table 6.2 Edge and screw components of the incident dislocations the 
outgoing dislocation, the residual dislocation summarizing the 
results as a function of lattice loading direction. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Overview 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
 Plastic deformation of metals and alloys has long been an area of intensive study. 
Twinning, one of the major deformation modes, is under investigation for decades and 
attributed to several positive characteristics such as hardening[1-4], additional ductility[5-
8], fracture toughness[9, 10], etc. Twins are examined in experimental studies with ex 
situ electron diffraction pattern matching; hence, the precise motion of atoms during twin 
nucleation and growth remains challenging. In addition, it develops with abrupt 
rearrangement of the atoms over few femtoseconds and growth of layers occurs in 
nanometer scale with complex paths precluding precise in situ interrogation. However, 
comprehending twinning mechanism is of significant importance in material science 
since growth of twin provides additional deformation systems and increases the ductility 
of metal.  Furthermore, slip-twin interaction and twin-twin interaction contributes to 
desirable additional hardening in metals. A number of theories, some complementary and 
some competing, exist that describe the twin nucleation and propagation event [11]. 
Nevertheless, kinetics of deformation twinning relies on structures and composition of 
crystal which prevents any applicable universal theory. Hence, the theory on twinning in 
a new metal or alloy requires the complete understanding of twinning modes applicable 
in that crystal structure. A methodology based on energy barriers is provided in this work 
that can address that need and permits accurate prediction on their twinning behavior.  
 Our understanding of materials has significantly benefited from powerful 
simulation capabilities ranging from atomistic to continuum. The atomistic simulations 
are particularly beneficial for addressing phenomenon that cannot be gleaned from 
experiments because of spatial and temporal issues. The research described in this thesis 
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concentrates on theoretical studies of twin formation and twin-slip interaction utilizing 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) based ab-initio calculation and molecular dynamics 
(MD) respectively, which are ideally suited in length and time scale for twinning 
mechanisms. The first part of the thesis presents a novel methodology to quantify short 
range planar energy during dislocation-twin boundary interaction in  face centered cubic 
(fcc) metal, namely, copper (Cu) via molecular dynamics. The second part of this work 
utilizes DFT calculations to classify the different twin modes that are operative in 
austenitic (B2) and martensitic (B19‟) phases in Nickel-Titanium (NiTi) alloy. In addition, 
the parameters such as shear and/or shuffle that are operational during twin nucleation 
and migration are pinpointed via precise calculation of the energy barriers.  These 
understandings are pre-requisite for any physics based understanding of twinning kinetics 
as a material composition functional.  
 
1.2 Background 
1.2.1 Twins in metals and alloys 
A twin is a region inside the crystal where the lattice orientation is a mirror image of 
crystal orientation. Twins has long been observed in hexagonally close packed (hcp) due 
to the limited slip systems, as well as in all body centered cubic (bcc) transition metals 
and few face centered cubic (fcc) metals[12-15]. Depending on the formation mechanism, 
twins can be characterized in three central categories- deformation twins, growth twins 
and transformation or annealing twin.  
 In the cubic crystal structures, deformation twin formation and growth is aided by 
a step by step glide of the twinning partial.   It is known that a full dislocation splits into 
partials, since energetically the split dislocations overcome a lower barrier while breaking 
away as partial dislocations. In fcc, a full dislocation splits into two partial dislocations, 
which glide in the same glide plane. During deformation twin formation, only leading 
twinning partials nucleate at consecutive glide planes and generate ledges. The glide of 
twinning partial grows the twin perpendicular to the direction of the dislocation glide. A 
deformation twin formation mechanism in fcc metal is illustrated in Figure 1.1, where 
twinning partials are nucleated from a local defect (a void). Glide of the first twinning 
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partial (shown with a red atom) leaves an intrinsic stacking fault behind the dislocation 
(shown with golden atoms). With continuing deformation, second and third twinning 
partial nucleate in consecutive planes and generate a two and three layer twin 
respectively. Low stacking fault energy fcc metals and alloys such as Au, Ag, Pb deform 
by twinning readily[16]; nevertheless, at low temperature, high strain rate or in nanowires, 
deformation twins are prominent even in medium to high stacking fault metals[12, 17-19].    
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Formation mechanism of deformation twin in fcc metals (a) A twinning 
partial nucleating from a local defect (a void). Glide of the twinning partial leaves an 
intrinsic stacking fault behind. (b) Second and third twinning partials in consecutive 
planes generate a two and three layer of twin. (c) Final structure of a three layer twin after 
passages of three twinning partials. 
 
 Twins can also generate during crystal growth process where a new crystal layer 
is added to the face of an already existed crystal. From thermodynamical point of view, 
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the formation of twins decreases the total interfacial energy, since the excess energy for 
coherent twin boundary (CTB) is much smaller than that of conventional high angle grain 
boundaries.  Recently, nano-twinned Cu (shown in Figure 1.2 (a))  crystal is created 
utilizing a electrodeposition technique that yields superior strength and ductility without 
sacrificing high conductivity [7].  The underlying reason for additional strength and 
ductility lies in the complex dislocation interactions with twin boundaries; this will be 
discussed in details in Chapter 2 of this thesis.     
 
 
Figure 1.2 (a)  TEM observations of electrodeposited growth twin in Cu. Elecron 
diffraction patterns [inset] indicate that the twins in each grains are parallel to each other 
at {111} planes[7]. (b) Micrograph showing <011> type II martensitic twin originated  
from phase transformation in NiTi[20].  
 
 Transformation or annealing twinning occurs when a preexisting crystal 
undergoes a transformation due to a change in pressure or temperature. This phenomenon 
commonly occurs in metals or alloys that have different crystal structures and symmetry 
at different temperature or pressure. For example, NiTi alloys have a body centered cubic 
austenitic (B2) phase at high temperature which transforms into multiple variants of 
monoclinic martensitic (B19‟) structure upon cooling to lower temperatures. These 
particular variants are self-accomodating and assume a twinned morphology minimizing 
the total energy of martensite. Figure 1.2(b) shows the Type II transformation twin in 
NiTi once the alloy is cooled from austenite to martensite.  
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1.2.2 Twinning in Nickel-Titanium (50-50%w) alloy 
Nickel-Titanium (NiTi) is an unique technological material that exhibits properties of 
shape memory[21-23], dampening[24, 25], amorphization [26, 27], electrical resistivity 
changes[28, 29], deformation twinning[30-33], superelasticity[34-36] etc. Because of 
these excellent properties, most of the commercial applications have utilized NiTi alloys 
among many shape memory alloys, such as a flap in air-conditioner, coffee maker, 
antenna for mobile phone, medical applications such as stents, orthodontic wire, fixture 
etc. Both the shape memory and superelasticity behavior observed in NiTi rely on the 
twinning in martensitic and austenitic phase.  
 In equiatomic NiTi, upon cooling, the high temperature austenite phase (cubic B2 
structure) transforms into multiple variants of low temperature martensite phase 
(monoclinic B19‟structure). These variants are self accommodating, and assumed a 
twinned morphology which lowers the total interfacial energy. The twins are mainly of  
 
 
Figure 1.3 Schematic of micro-structural evolution of NiTi martensite during loading.   
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Type II
a
 and Type I
b
 and can be labeled as growth twins as discussed in earlier section. 
Type II twins are observed at the very early stage of a martensitic deformation curve 
(shown by the schematic in Figure 1.3), and are preexistent from austenitic 
transformation. Classical crystallographic theory suggests an irrational twin plane for 
Type II twinning [37]. However, high resolution TEM investigations confirmed that the 
irrational plane in Type II is comprised of rational  ledges and step structures which 
reduce the total interfacial strain energy[31, 38, 39]. During deformation in martensite, 
one variant in the twin grows in the expense of other, in a process termed as detwinning. 
In chapter 3 of this thesis, we are going to address the mechanism of detwinning and will 
provide the exact shear and shuffle mechanism along with its energetics during 
detwinning.  
 In addition to the lattice invariant induced Type II twin, deformations twins of the 
(001) type are frequently observed in NiTi [33, 40, 41]. These twins are labeled as 
compound twins
c
.  Kudoh et al. [40]  established that twinning on the (001) plane occurs 
by the passage of a/2[100] dislocations with partial pseudo mirrors. Deformation due to 
(001) twinning are mostly recoverable.  In addition, Onda et al. found (100) compound 
twins which are conjugate to (001) twins[33]. Furthermore, Nishida et al. observed 
{201} twins under heavy deformations, although they cannot be lattice invariant strain, 
as will be discussed in later in this thesis. Ishida et al. [42] showed while (100) and 
{201} twins nucleate at approximately similar stresses, deformation due to (100) twin 
growth is much higher than{201}. In this work, we will illustrate the growth mechanism 
                                                 
a
 Type II twins are characterized by rational indices of 2K
 
Plane and , 1 directions, 1K  and 2 being 
irrational, and the two twin crystals are related by rotation of 180
0
 around the 1  axis. Here, 1K  represents 
the shearing plane which is undistorted and un-rotated, and 1  the shearing the direction. The 2K  is the 
second undistorted plane, the first being 1K  plane. The intersection of  2K  plane and the plane of shear is 
called 2 .  Details of the notation can be found elsewhere [37] Bilby BA, Crocker AG. The theory 
of the crystallography of deformation twinning. Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Series A 
(Mathematical and Physical Sciences) 1965;288:240. 
b
 Type I twins are characterized by rational indices of 1K   plane and 2  direction, 2K  and 1  being 
irrational, and the two twin crystals are related by mirror symmetry with respect to 1K  plane.  
c
 In compound twins, 1K , 2K , 1 , 2  are all represents rational indices.  
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of all this types of twins and precisely calculate the energy barrier that will explain the 
evolution of the twins during deformation.  
 In austenitic phase (B2) of NiTi, the deformation twin planes are known to be as 
(112) and (114), and „pseudotwinning‟ has also been suggested [30, 32, 43-45]. 
„Pseudotwinning‟, originally proposed by Cahn [46], results in an orthorhombic structure 
inside the B2 crystal.  In addition to (112) and (114) twin planes, more recently Nishida 
[32] identified other twin modes experimentally. Deformation twinning provides 
additional deformation modes that explain the elevated ductility observed in B2 NiTi. 
However, there lies a fundamental question, how (112) and  (114) forms in NiTi since 
deformation shear will only generate a pseudo structures that are energetically 
unfavorable. We are going to address (112) and (114) twin formation mechanism with 
energetics later in this study.  
 
1.2.3 Role of dislocation-twin boundary interactions in strength 
and ductility 
 From the experimental observations, it can be inferred that, twins are fairly strong 
obstacles to propagation of plastic deformation[47-50]. Once a dislocation interacts with 
a twin boundary, the dislocation can dissociate and accommodated inside the twin with 
several possibilities. Sutton classify four possible cases for dislocation interaction with 
twin boundary (TB) [51]:  i) direct transmission (Figure 1.4 (a)), i.e. cross-slip; ii) direct 
transmission including an incorporation along the twin boundary (Figure 1.4 (b)); iii) 
indirect transmission including residual dislocations in the twin boundary where the  
incident and outgoing slip systems do not posses a same line direction (Figure 1.4 (c)), 
and can be dissociated into a two step processes of incident dislocation incorporation, 
followed by nucleation of an outgoing dislocation from the twin; and iv) complete 
blockage and no transmission – where the dislocation is incorporated in the TB 
only(Figure 1.4 (d)).  During the interaction process, residual dislocations remains at the 
boundary and additional local stress concentrations are generated at the intersection site.  
When numerous twin-slip and twin-twin interactions occur in a polycrystals, the 
deformation behavior is reflected with additional work hardening. Also, with the recent 
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focus on thin films and layered materials, significant strengthening is possible utilizing 
the constraints of surrounding substrate and twins.  In these cases, the maximum strength  
 
Figure 1.4 Different possibilities in which twin boundary can act as barriers to 
dislocations.  Arrows points to the direction of dislocation motion. (a) dislocation 
transmission by a cross-slip process (b) dislocation transmission involving an 
incorporation along the twin boundary at the same line of intersection (c)  dislocation 
transmission involving an incorporation along the twin boundary with a different line of 
intersection (d) Dislocation blockage after incorporation. 
 
is set by the interface resistance to single dislocation transmission. For example, a 
maximum strength has been clearly shown in nanolayered system of ultra-fine crystalline 
Cu with nanoscale growth twins of  around 15 nm[52].  In addition to the ultra strength, 
the dislocation-twin boundary interactions may results in high ductility[7, 53]. Lu et al. 
[7] have reported experimental studies of an unusual combination of ultra-high yield 
strength (~ 1 GPa) and high ductility (14% elongation to failure) in nano-twinned copper.  
While the strength of material can be attributed to the effectiveness of dislocation 
blockage at the twin boundary, the mechanistic connection between high ductility and 
twinned material is not fully understand yet. The ductility difference between the twinned 
Cu and coarse grained copper is largely attributed to the higher strain hardening capacity 
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and damage tolerance due to dislocation twin boundary interactions [14]. Also, different 
rate sensitive reactions have been observed once  dislocations are incorporated in a twin  
Figure 1.5  (a)  Uniaxial tensile true stress-true strain curves for nanotwinned-Cu 
samples. Curves for samples with mean twin thickness varying from 15 to 96 nm; (b) 
curves for samples with mean twin thickness varying from 4 to 15 nm  [52](c) HRTEM 
image showing partials dislocation interacting with the Twin boundaries[9]. 
 
or directly transmitted inside the twin  and ascribed for enhanced ductility[54].   Chapter 
2 of this thesis is aimed at identifying the dislocation-CTB interactions through a 
systematic investigation with the help of a Burgers circuit analysis, detailed identification 
of slip/twin planes/directions, and the energetics of the dislocation glide; thereby 
identifying the energy barriers corresponding to dislocation motion as a function of the 
underlying screw and edge components of the incident dislocation. The unifying 
treatment of the most significant twin boundary-slip interaction scenarios is required to 
assist with modeling efforts and to put the observations into a generalized framework; the 
work presented here will focus on addressing this need. 
1.2.4 Energetics of Twin formation and growth: Generalized 
Planar Fault Energy (GPFE) 
In this thesis, deformation twin nucleation or growth is investigated in terms of barrier 
energy that the atoms have to overcome during the events. Deformation twin formation 
and growth mechanism can be classified into two major cases, as shown in Table 1.1. As 
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discussed earlier in this chapter, in the cubic structures, twin formation and growth is 
aided by a step by step glide of the twinning partials. A full dislocation splits into partial 
dislocations since partial dislocation has to overcome lower energy barrier.  Generalized 
Stacking Fault Energy (GSFE) provides a comprehensive description of this energy 
barrier, and describes its possible slip direction. As shown in Table 1.1, in fcc, a full 
/ 2[101]a  dislocation splits into two partial dislocations, / 6[112]a  leading and 
/ 6[211]a trailing partial, which glide in the same (111) plane. The energy barriers for 
these two partials are shown with blue points in GSFE curve.  During twin formation, 
only leading twinning partials nucleate at consecutive (111) planes and generate ledges. 
This grows the twin perpendicular to the direction of the partial dislocation glide. The 
mechanism is illustrated in schematic in Table 1.1 as Case 1. In the case of bcc metals, 
splitting to three twin partials occurs. Barriers for twin formation are usually quantified 
with the Generalized Planar Fault Energy, (GPFE as shown with red lines) which 
quantifies energy landscape for twin nucleation in consecutive planes. The point “u” 
denotes the unstable stacking fault energy. Since a stacking fault is the first step of twin 
formation in fcc metals, GSFE and GPFE shares the common energy path up to layer one 
(point “s” in Case 1) . Details description of GSFE and GPFE is discussed elaborately in 
later chapters.   
 However, twin formation mechanism in ordered metals with lattices of lower 
symmetry can be distinct from the fcc and bcc cases metals since shearing will not  create 
a mirror structure along the boundary. Also, deformation twins can occur in planes and 
directions (for example, (114)[221] ) that differ from slip.  In this case (Case 2), the 
structures are considered to be built up of atoms grouped around the Bravais lattice points 
and these groups of atoms shear as rigid bodies[11, 37, 55]. Additional shuffles must 
occur to obtain a mirror reflection[37].  Shuffles are local rearrangement of atoms that 
permit reflective symmetry. The slip and twin evolution are described with GSFE and 
GPFE curves (with shuffle). As shown with the blue dotted lines, slip in these systems 
will induce a high energy barrier. The barriers are significantly lowered once atoms are 
locally exchanged with additional shuffle. Shear and shuffle are coupled and not 
sequential, and in this article we point to their exact variation.  
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Table 1.1   Classification of twin formation mechanism in cubic or ordered intermetallics. The displacement in the energy barrier 
curve is usually expressed as a function of lattice parameter. 
Materials   Twin System Energy barrier Schematic of twin formation 
 Case  1  Twinning partials form ( No Shuffle)  
FCC 
 (Au, Ag, 
Cu, Ni 
etc.)[16] 
 
BCC 
 (Fe, Mo, 
Ta, Va etc.) 
[56-58] 
 
B19‟  
NiTi [59] 
        FCC, (111)[112]  
 [10 1] [112] [2 1 1]
2 6 6
a a a
   
 BCC, (112)[111]  
[111] [111] [111] [111]
2 6 6 6
a a a a
    
 B19’, (001)[100] 
[100] [100] [100]
2 2
a a
a    
 
 
 
 Case 2 Twinning partials do not form  
NiTi B19’  
[59] 
 
NiTi 
B2 
 (100)[001] 
<011> Type II 
(20-1)[-10-2]  
 
(114)[221] ( this study) 
 
 
 
u 
s 
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1.3 Methodology  
 
The results for austenitic and martensitic NiTi are calculated utilizing density functional 
theory with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and the projector augmented 
wave (PAW) basis.  PAW is an efficient all-electron method and necessary for high 
accuracy when transition metals such as Ti are considered. For non-uniform charge 
densities like NiTi, the exchange-correlation energy can deviate significantly from 
uniform electron gas at every point in the system. This deviation can be expressed in 
terms of the gradient and higher spatial derivatives of the total charge density. The GGA 
uses the gradient of the charge density to correct this deviation.  In our calculation, 
Monkhorst-Pack k-point meshes were used for Brillouin-zone. Choosing a sufficiently 
dense mesh of integration points is crucial for the convergence of the results, and, 
therefore, a convergence test was performed.  The mesh sizes were adjusted depending 
on the supercell size in each particular twin system, ensuring the convergence of the 
calculation. Particular mesh sizes are given in subsequent chapters in later part of this 
thesis. All calculations were performed using an energy cut-off of 350 eV, hence all 
plane-waves with a kinetic energy smaller than 350 eV were included in basis. During 
strain controlled shear deformation, only ion positions were relaxed and both volume and 
shape of the simulation box are held constant ensuring the correct monoclinic angle of 
martensite.  Ionic relaxation was performed by a conjugate gradient algorithm which 
brings the ion to instantaneous ground state.  The electronic convergence threshold was 
set to 41 10  eV per unit cell. Ionic relaxation was stopped when absolute values of 
internal forces are smaller than 45 10  eV/A . During shearing of the supercell, primitive 
vectors are adjusted which maintain the correct stacking between the adjacent supercells 
ensuring periodicity. The supercell size was varied depending on the twin system, in such 
a way that there is no image force interaction between the fault layers.  The particular 
size of the supercells for each twin systems are given in succeeding chapters. 
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1.4 Thesis Organization 
 
The next five chapters in this thesis are concerned with energetic pathways involving 
formation and growth of different twin modes in martensitic and austenitic NiTi. We also 
present exact formation mechanism with coupled shear and shuffle of different twins 
observed in B2 and B19‟ NiTi and a theoretical estimate of  stress for dislocation glide or 
twin growth. This information is vital to link the evolution of deformation twins observed 
in NiTi.   In addition, we discuss energetics of dislocation twin boundary interaction in 
fcc metals that is fundamental to understand hardening behavior observed due to 
twinning.    
 In chapter 2, we address the detwinning mechanism of NiTi martensite utilizing 
first principal calculations. With energetics, we establish a clear distinction between 
nucleation and growth of Type II twinning. It will seen that shuffle, in addition to lattice 
invariant shear, contributes significantly during detwinning process. Further, we 
comment on the bonding direction behavior which controls the shuffling of atoms during 
detwinning.  
 In chapter 3, we make quantitative advances towards understanding of 
deformation twinning in martensite and establish the energy barrier for twin nucleation 
and growth. We discuss the behavior for (001), (100) and (201)  type twins in terms of 
energetics and comment on their evolution. Also, we provide the significance of shuffle 
along shear that lowers the barrier energy during the formation of these twins. This 
quantitative methodology is vital for design of new shape memory alloys by predicting 
their detwinning stress. 
 In chapter 4, we propose a twinning mechanism with coupled shear and shuffle 
for (112) twinning in B2 austenitic phase in NiTi. We established a twin energy barrier 
which is lower than previous proposed twinning modes. We then present an analysis how 
hydrostatic pressure alter this coupling of shear and shuffle and hence the energy barrier. 
This provides a better understanding of plastic flow behavior for the B2 domain during 
ausforming process.  
 In chapter 5, we extend our analysis of deformation twin in austenitic NiTi with 
formation mechanisms and energetics in (114) deformation twinning.  We distinguish the 
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difference in formation mechanism for B2 NiTi from twinning in fcc or bcc twins with 
generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) and generalized planar fault energy (GPFE) 
curves. This provides an improved understanding of shape memory alloys by 
categorization of their twinning behavior (particularly two cases where the first is aided 
by partial dislocations and the second does not involve partial dislocations). 
 In chapter 6, we discuss the dislocation-twin boundary interactions in an fcc metal 
namely Cu and establish the energy barriers for different types of possible interactions.  
We analyze five interaction possibilities- (i) dislocation transmission following twin 
boundary incorporation (ii) incorporation and dislocation blockage at the twin boundary 
(iii) Lomer dislocation and glide plane transmission (iv) twin boundary translation, 
growth and contraction (v) Glide plane transmission of dislocation at the twin boundary. 
This analysis is significant and provides further insight to the contribution of residual 
dislocation left at the boundary and the resolve shear stress at the boundary.  
 Conclusions are summarized in Chapter 7 and future work is discussed.    
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Chapter 2  
 
Type II Detwinning in NiTi 
 
[The material in this chapter is published as Tawhid Ezaz et al., Applied Physics Letters, 
vol. 98, issue 14, 2011]. 
 
 
2.1 Preview 
 Shape memory effect in NiTi alloys depends on transformation between two 
phases and a reorientation process of twins in martensite called detwinning.  An 
outstanding issue regarding detwinning in NiTi has been the lack of fundamental 
understanding of its mechanism at atomistic level. The present article resolves this issue 
with detail energtics of twin nucleation and growth via first principal calculation. Our 
results based on ion relaxation and valence charge distribution point to a distinct energy 
barrier during detwinning process and the mechanism is mediated by a complex 
conjunction of shear and shuffle.  
 
2.2 Introduction 
 The near equiatomic NiTi has attracted considerable attention because of its 
unusual shape memory effect [1]. Its utilization in coronary stents, in actuation and 
sensing devices is well known. The principle of shape memory effect relies on, (i) 
transformation between two phases of NiTi- high temperature austenite and low 
temperature martensite (ii) the detwinning process observed in martensite during 
deformation. Austenite has a cubic lattice (B2) which transforms into multiple variants of 
monoclinic (B19‟) martensite structure upon cooling. These particular variants are self-
accomodating and assume a twinned morphology minimizing the total energy of 
martensite. Under deformation, martensite reaches a state of single crystal with a single 
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martensite variant. This deformation process is different from dislocation mediated 
plastic deformation which is not observed during detwinning. In this work, we investigate 
the detwinning mechanism at the atomistic level by first-principles calculations and 
provide the energy barrier associated with the variant reorientation. This has an important 
implication in comprehending the nucleation and growth of twins observed in martensite. 
Using density functional theory (DFT) in NiTi martensite, we examine the bonding 
characteristics associated with detwinning and substantiate our findings with detailed 
energetics and valence charge redistribution. In addition, we demonstrate that shuffle 
mechanism accompanying twinning shear has a critical contribution to the energy barrier 
during reorientation as a result of detwinning, which has been completely neglected in the 
existing theory of detwinning. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 (a) Type II twinning in NiTi corresponding to (111)[011]  twin mode, the 
irrational twin plane and the step rational twin plane (b) Application of shear and shuffle 
during twin growth in  (111)[011]  mode. The black arrow points to the displacement 
required for the shear and the green arrows indicate the additional shuffle required in the 
Ni atoms. Viewing directions for Fig. (a) and (b) are [011]  and [211]  respectively. 
 
 Current understanding of the transformation twin systems is based on the 
phenomenological theory of martensite transformation proposed by Wechsler, Lieberman 
and Read (WLR) [2].  Detailed calculations indicate that nearly five types of 
(a) (b) 
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transformation twin modes are possible. Among these experimental evidence shows that 
the most commonly observed transformation twins are   Type II type for solutionized 
NiTi [3-6]. Classical crystallographic theory suggests an irrational twin plane for Type II 
twinning [7].   Even though several constitutive models [8, 9] have been proposed based 
upon WLR theory, its atomistic detwinning mechanism is yet to be established. High 
resolution TEM investigations in NiTi confirmed that the irrational plane in Type II is 
comprised of rational   ledges and step structures which reduce the total interfacial strain 
energy[3, 10, 11]. The interface of type II twin between two variants A and B is shown in 
Figure 2.1(a). The black solid line represents the   irrational plane which involves a  ledge 
and a  step (shown by red solid lines). During detwinning, Type II twin undergoes a 
collective movement of   ledges due to the application of shear in   direction, ensuring a 
boundary motion of the  plane[3, 11]. The motion of the ledges allows one variant to 
grow at the expense of the other.  Experimental observations show that there exists a 
critical detwinning stress at which, the Variant B volume fraction decreases, the Variant 
A volume fraction increases, and the detwinned martensite is comprised entirely of 
Variant A. 
 Ideal detwinning stress is a scalar quantity and a function of inter-planar energy 
barrier of associated atoms during detwinning. The inter-planar energy functional in a 
twinned system is explained by the Generalized Planar Fault Energy curve (GPFE)[12, 
13] as the GPFE portrays the energy cost during formation of finite number of twin layers. 
Therefore, a GPFE calculation requires shearing of consecutive elastic twin planes along 
the twinning shear direction relative to pre-existing stacking fault or twin. However, a 
twinning shear may not be sufficient to generate a reflection about the boundary in all 
types of twin and additional shuffles may be required [7]. As mentioned earlier, during 
detwinning in martensite, one variant within the twin expand in expense of the other 
variant, but additional nucleation of Type II is not experimentally observed. Kinetically, 
it is often easier to thicken a twin than a nucleation from a pristine crystal[14]. We will 
see that, this is also correct for the Type II martensitic twin.   We will provide the energy 
landscape with shear deformation for Type II twin in observed (111)[011]  twin system 
which enables us to extract energy for twin boundary formation and migration. 
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 At the atomic level, the formation of a rational Type II twin in a martensite is 
accomplished by shear of Ni and Ti atoms in (111)  planes in [011]  direction[3, 6]. In 
NiTi B19‟, Ni and Ti atoms cluster around a lattice point and create a motif unit. The 
twinning shear displaces the motif units to the twin position and an additional shuffle 
among the Ni atoms near the motif point completes the twin structure. Figure 2.1(b) 
illustrates the shear and shuffle mechanism during formation of a twin in martensite. The 
DFT calculations for GPFE are conducted using a 9 layer supercell having 8-atoms per 
layer. For simplicity, only 4 layers of atoms, near a 2 layer twin boundary, are shown in 
Figure 2.1(b). Periodic boundary conditions are maintained across the supercell to 
represent bulk NiTi martensite (no free surface). A 1 layer twin  is created by sliding the 
layers 3-9 relative to layers 1 to 2 along [011]  direction through a displacement 
1/ 9[011]b   in the (111) plane ensuring a shear magnitude of 0.28040. Here, we note 
that, NiTi in martensite has a monoclinic structure and can be expressed with three lattice 
constants a,b,c and a monoclinic angle   (magnitude of lattice constants are given in 
Table 3.1). Therefore, vector length with Miller index [011]  essentially corresponds to a 
length of[0 b c] , where b and c are the martensite lattice constants in [010] and [001]  
directions respectively. A 2-layer twin is, then, generated by sliding layers 4-9 in similar 
fashion; 3-layer twin by sliding layers 5-9 and so on. The shear deformation secures 
correct position of a Type II twin for Ti atoms. To achieve a mirror reflection about [011]  
direction, additional shuffles are required for Ni atoms (shown with colored arrows in 
Figure 2.1(b)). This has been achieved by a complete relaxation of Ni atoms during 
energy minimization calculations whereas Ti atoms are only partially relaxed normal to 
the shear direction.   During shearing of the supercell, primitive vectors are adjusted 
which maintain the correct stacking between the adjacent supercells ensuring the 
periodicity.  
 
2.3  Methods 
 
 Lattice parameter in B19‟ and first principle total energy calculations are 
performed using Density functional theory based Vienna ab-initio Simulation Package 
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(VASP) [15] and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [16] is implemented on 
a projection augmented wave (PAW) . PAW GGA potential implemented by Perdew et al. 
considers even s-orbitals of Ti as valence and is utilized in current study. Monkhorst-
Pack [17] 9 x 9 x 9 k-point meshes are used for Brillouin zone integration. Spin 
polarization and an energy cut-off of 350 eV is maintained for all calculations. During 
strain controlled deformation, only ion positions are relaxed and both volume and shape 
of the simulation box are held constant ensuring the correct monoclinic angle. Ionic 
relaxation is performed using conjugate gradient algorithm. The electronic convergence 
threshold was maintained at 10
-6
 eV per unit cell for structural relaxation and deformed 
states. Tolerance values for internal forces are set to be 3 110 eVA  . 
 In NiTi, B19‟ martensite has a monoclinic structure with a space group P21/m. 
The structural parameter and the total energy relative to B2 phase is given in Table 2.1.  
The ground–state structures agree very well with experimental data[18] as shown in 
Table 2.1. The stable energy corresponding to the lattice parameter is computed and 
compared with NiTi  B2 structure. The magnitude indicates that, B19‟ phase is lower in 
energy than B2 phase by 0.04899 eV and hence energetically more stable. The stable 
energy differences are in agreement with reported values by Huang et. al[19]. The 
agreement of structural and energetic data ensures our calculations are well converged. 
 
Table 2.1 Structural Parameter for NiTi B19‟ 
Structure a ( )A  b ( )A  c ( )A    o (  )  30V  ( )A  2( )BE E eV  
B19‟ (present) 2.884 4.11 4.6649 97.8 27.39 -0.04899 
B19‟ (Exp)a 2.898 4.108 4.646 97.8 27.4  
B19’ b 2.892 4.049 4.598 97.8 26.67 -0.046 
 
a
 Reference [18] 
b
 Reference [19] 
2.4 Results and Discussion 
 The predicted energy landscape for a 5 layer twin formation in NiTi martensite is 
plotted in Figure 2.2(a). Unlike fcc metal, / 1xu b   is not a metastable position; hence, 
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an intrinsic stacking fault is not probable in this system. Here, xu  and b  corresponds to 
the applied displacement and total displacement required for generating 1 layer twin.  In 
contrast, metastable positions are observed at / 2xu b   and additional number of layers,  
  
 
 
Figure 2.2. (a) GPFE for NiTi martensite in (111)[011]  system versus normalized shear 
displacement on successive (111) plane; twin energy converges after fourth layer 
marking the initiation of  detwinning. (b) charge density difference between deformed 
and undeformed Ti-Ti atoms under twinning shear 0.28040 along path p-q-r  (c) charge 
density difference between deformed and undeformed Ni-Ni atoms under twinning shear 
0.28040 along path p-q-r. (d) charge density difference between deformed and 
undeformed Ni-Ti atoms under twinning shear 0.28040 along path p-q-r. Blue and white 
atoms represent Ni and Ti respectively. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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/ 3,4,5,...xu b  . Even though a 2 layer twin can be the smallest twin nucleus based upon 
the first metastable position, the GPFE illustrates that the twin stacking energy does not 
converge up to the formation of a 4 layer twin. The unsteady pattern of energy barrier 
indicates a mechanical coupling which depends on the crystal geometry on particular 
orientation and influences twin boundary energy during nucleation. Consequently, in 
NiTi martensite, the formation of Type II twin up to 4 layers can be best described as a 
twin nucleation process. The distinction between twin nucleation and twin growth is 
important since the stress required to sustain growth is much less than that required for 
twin nucleation[10, 20]. 
 
 During twin nucleation in a pristine variant, the highest barrier is observed of 
magnitude 530 mJ/m
2
 at / 1.5xu b  . The barrier is exceptionally high, which can explain 
the absence of new Type II twin during the deformation process. The GPFE curve in 
Figure 2.2(a) shows fault energies remain unchanged with increase in twin thickness after 
the 4 layer twin. The steady oscillatory energy functional indicates the decoupling of twin 
boundary effect; hence, points to the energy cost of any further growth of a variant. This 
energy barrier is termed as the twin migration energy and found to be 14 mJ/m
2
.  This 
energy barrier is significantly lower than the twin nucleation barrier. Therefore, the 
energetics imply two separate mechanisms- (a) an austenitic to martensitic phase 
transformation induced twin nucleation (b) deformation induced twin growth in 
martensite.  
 
Table 2.2 Deformation systems, fault energies and shear magnitudes. 
 
Deformation  
Mechanism 
System 
us  
mJ/m
2 
TM  
mJ/m
2
 
Required 
Shear 
strain(,s) 
Twin (1 1 1)[0 1 1]  530 14 0.2804 
Slip (1 1 1)[0 1 1]  620 - 1.21  
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 Twin growth in martensite in certain systems can be assisted by dislocation 
motions along the twin boundary [18]. Energy cost of dislocation motion is, thus, 
measured by shearing one elastic half space of (111)  plane relative to other in [011]  
shear direction (shown in Figure 2.3).  However, no metastable energy well is observed 
up to a shear of magnitude 1.21; a possible intrinsic fault position.  In addition to the high 
shear strain, the encountered unstable energy barrier is 610 mJ/m
2
 (Table 3.2) prior 
reaching to this metastable energy of 205 mJ/m
2
. Therefore, the glide of dislocation in 
this system is improbable, and Type II twin growth is induced by lattice invariant shear.   
 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) of NiTi martensite in (111)[011]  
system. Fault energy 2 (mJ/m )  is plotted against shear strain (s) to slide one 
elastic (111)  plane against other in  [011]  direction. Shear strain (s) is calculated from 
the displacement of top layer and interplanar distance between two  (111) plane. 
 
 The GPFE energy landscape in NiTi martensite provides an unequivocal 
manifestation of mechanical coupling between twin boundaries during the twin 
nucleation process. Mechanical coupling originates from the bonding characteristics of 
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Ni and Ti atoms. Electronic configuration of Ni and Ti is (Ar)3d
8
4s
2
 and (Ar)3d
2
4s
2
 
respectively. Hence, partially occupied valence d bands lead to a weak directional bond 
in Ti. In the absence of hybridization, s-orbital leads to the formation of non-directional 
bonds, which is manifested in Ni atoms[21]. In NiTi alloy, valence electron clouds in Ni 
and Ti overlap and directly influence the global energy landscape.  The bonding 
characteristics under twinning shear can be investigated in terms of valence charge 
density along a path p-q-r as shown in Figure 2.2. The path is expressed in terms of  ; 
where,   is the measured charge density position ( ix ) along the path normalized by the 
bond distance pq or qr ( /i ix pq  or  /i ix qr  ). Here, Atom q represents an atom 
in (111)  plane at the growing twin boundary, whereas atom p and r lie one layer below in 
another (111)  plane. Therefore, the path p-q and q-r represents bonding characteristics of 
a boundary atom with its initial nearest neighbor and new nearest neighbor respectively 
after twinning shear. Charge density distributions of Ti-Ti, Ni-Ni and Ni-Ti are plotted in 
terms of difference between deformed and undeformed state, ( ( ) ( ))or r  , for 1, 4 and 
5 layer thick twins. The plots exhibit a similar distribution for 4/5 layer twin and a 
distinct anomaly for 1 layer twin. Complete charge density isosurfaces of underformed 
B19‟ and 4 layer twin are given in  Figure 2.4. 
 
Table 2.3 Shear and shuffle  magnitude for Type II detwinning 
 
Atoms Shear 
plane 
Shear 
direction 
Shear 
magnitude s 
Shuffle ( )A  Shuffle 
direction 
Ti (1 1 1)  [0 1 1]  0.28040 - - 
Ni (1 1 1)  [0 1 1]  0.28040 0.6385  [2 0 5] and 
[2 0 5]  
 
 
 Under twinning shear, maximum difference is observed at the halfway between 
two near neighboring Ti ions (Figure 2.2(b)). The distribution indicates, for B19‟ state in 
NiTi solutionized alloy, Ti-Ti bonds still maintain a weak directionality and breaking and 
reformation of directional bonds contribute to the overall deformation characteristics. In 
contrast, charge density distribution between Ni ions exhibits an accommodation process 
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(Figure 2.2(c)) which is observed in other metals with non-directional metallic bonds[22]. 
Reverse charge density difference distribution in layer 1 and layers 4/5 plotted in Figure 
2.2(c, d) points to the shuffling of Ni atoms. Ni atoms, having non-directional bonding 
between them, can squeeze like soft spheres and shuffle to lower energy configuration 
state. Partial shuffling of Ni atoms is observed at the twin boundaries which has a 
significant contribution for the mechanical coupling between twin layers.  Full shuffling  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
 Figure 2.4 Charge density isosurface of 0.50 3/eV A in NiTi martensite after relaxation 
(a) at undeformed condition (b) with four layer twin. The cubic (spherical) structure 
shows the isosurface of the Ti (Ni) ions. Center of the isosurface points to the nucleus of 
the atom. The isosurface after deformation does not show any periodic stacking 
interaction in the simulation box. The green line p-q-r indicates the extracted path used 
for charge density in  Ti-Ti interaction. Similar technique is utilized for Ni-Ni and Ni-Ti 
interactions. 
p 
q 
r 
Ni 
Ti 
[011]
[111]
p 
q 
r 
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of Ni atoms is observed in twinning after 4 layer growth of the twin. The direction and 
magnitude of full shuffle in Ni atoms are given in Table 2.3. A significant non-directional 
charge density difference is also prominent in Ni-Ti interactions (see Figure 2.2(d)), 
where dissimilar pattern is also observed in 1 layer twin. The overall contribution of 
weak directional Ti-Ti,  non-directional Ni-Ni and non-directional Ni-Ti  bonds results in 
bulk martensitic NiTi alloy exhibiting metallic bond attributes; this contrasts with 
austenitic B2 NiTi, which exhibit strong covalent bond characteristics[21].   
 
2.5 Summary 
 In this work, the dewinning mechanism of NiTi martensite has been addressed 
utilizing first principal calculations. The enegetics reveal a clear distinction between 
nucleation and growth of Type II twinning. Energy barriers during twin migration are 
presented which provide a critical insight on the detwinning process.  Shuffle, in addition 
to lattice invariant shear, is found to be a vital factor for the twin migration energy. 
Bonding direction behavior is noted to control the shuffling of atoms during the 
detwinning mechanism. 
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Chapter 3  
Energetics of Deformation Twinning in 
Martensitic NiTi 
 
[Part of the material in this chapter is published as Tawhid Ezaz et al.,Acta Materialia, 
doi:10.1016/j.actamat.2011.05.063 ]. 
 
3.1 Abstract 
 
 This work elucidates the details of twinning in martensite as the major 
deformation mode in NiTi undergoing thermoelastic phase transformation. We report on 
generalized planar fault energy and generalized stacking fault energy barriers in nickel 
titanium shape memory alloys in the monoclinic martensite state (B19‟). The energy 
barrier for (001) twin migration is 7.6 mJ/m
2
 which is smaller than that for twinning in 
soft fcc metals. The conjugate (100) twinning corresponds to a higher energy barrier of 
41 mJ/m
2
. Energy barriers in the third austenitic twinning mode in (201)  yields a 
magnitude of 61 mJ/m
2
 .All these modes of twinning have been observed experimentally, 
the (001) at lower stresses, and the (100) and (201)  modes at higher stresses. The 
unstable stacking fault energy for slip is also calculated; the results show that twin 
migration is favored over slip in the B19‟ state. We suggest that the results provide a 
quantitative methodology in development of new shape memory alloys where twinning 
can occur at stress levels far below that corresponding to plastic deformation. 
3.2. Introduction 
 The NiTi alloy (of nearly equiatomic composition) has been the most widely used 
shape memory alloy and has attracted the most attention. A detailed explanation of the 
shape memory principles can be found in the textbook by Otsuka and Wayman [1]. The 
principle of the shape memory effect relies on, (i) diffusionless transformation between 
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two phases of high temperature austenite and low temperature martensite and (ii) the 
detwinning process observed in martensite during deformation. Current understanding of 
the transformation twin systems is based on the phenomenological theory of martensite 
transformation proposed by Wechsler, Lieberman and Read (WLR) [2]. Upon cooling, 
the cubic austenitic lattice (B2) transforms into multiple variants of the monoclinic 
(B19‟) martensite structure. These particular variants are self-accommodating and assume 
a twinned morphology minimizing the total energy of the martensite. In shape memory 
alloys, once the load is applied, there is a transition from the self-accommodating 
structure to a single variant of martensite through a process of detwinning. Detwinning is 
the growth of one variant at the expense of other variants and is responsible for the large 
transformation strains in a number of shape memory alloys. The detwinning behavior of 
NiTi is complicated and still not understood [3].  
 In the martensitic state, NiTi deforms at low stresses despite its low symmetry 
structure and the martensite can be stretched to high strains without fracture. In addition 
to the lattice invariant induced Type II twin, compound twins of the (001) type are 
frequently observed in NiTi [4-6]. Kudoh et al. [4]  established that twinning on the (001) 
plane occurs by the passage of a/2[100] dislocations with partial pseudo mirrors. As we 
discuss later, slip can also occur on this plane as it is the densest one, with the largest d-
spacing. Onda et al.[6]  found the occurrence of the (100) compound twin with the same 
twinning shear as the (001) compound twin. They proposed that elastic interactions of 
variants would trigger (100) twins. It occurs via shear in the [001] direction and involves 
shuffle nearly normal to the [001] direction. These conjugate (100) twins are observed 
experimentally at the later stages of deformation [7]. Waitz [8, 9] provided strong 
evidence for the formation of compound {001} twins in martensitic NiTi nanocrystals. 
Compound twins differ from Type I/II twins, and classical phenomenological theory 
cannot predict their twinning plane or direction. If an R-phase transition occurs, then 
(001) is indeed induced by a lattice invariant shear (LIS) and the volume fraction of 
different (001) variants has been calculated [10]. The (201) occurs as deformation 
proceeds beyond the plateau region for austenite to martensite transformation, and also in 
the single phase martensite at moderate strains (>6%)[5, 7]. In summary, understanding 
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the compound (001), (100) and (201)  twins is significant to gain insight into the 
reversible deformation of martensite. 
 The results of phenomenological theory calculations are shown in Table 3.1, 
which indicates that when the intermediate R phase is taken into account the compound 
twin modes are also indeed LIS. Among the multiple twin modes, Type II twins are the 
most common [11, 12]  for solutionized cases while (001) twins exist in the aged alloys 
[13, 14]. Upon application of stress, the transformation twin boundaries migrate and this 
typically occurs at low stresses. We will explain in this article with energy landscapes 
that despite the conjugate nature of (001) and (100) twins, their nucleation and growth 
behavior are dissimilar. In addition, we will provide the potential energy surface (PES) of 
shear shuffle coupling in (201)  during twin nucleation.  Specifically, we address the 
atomistic mechanism of twin formation and growth in terms of energy barriers, i.e. GPFE 
(Generalized Plane Fault Energy)  behavior, and  for the slip modes via GSFE 
(Generalized Stacking Fault Energy) for (001) and (100)  cases. 
 
Figure 3.1  Stress-strain response in the martensitic phase (M to M (martensite to 
martensite[15]), and M to A (martensite to austenite-shown with red arrow) upon heating 
at zero stress to a temperature above the austenite finish temperature is shown with a blue 
line), a schematic for NiTi martensite showing the detwinning of martensite upon 
progressive deformation. 
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 The two-step process of the shape memory effect (phase transformation and 
detwinning) discussed above is also reflected in the stress-strain behavior. In Figure 3.1, 
the material is deformed in the martensitic phase (monoclinic phase in the case of NiTi 
for example) and unloaded to zero stress. At zero stress, upon heating the material 
contracts like an actuator, this is known as the shape memory effect (shown with the blue 
line). In the inset, the detwinning behavior is illustrated at different stages of the stress-
strain curve. The martensite, that formed initially, is internally twinned in a self-
accommodated fashion to allow for an undistorted interface. Upon further loading, the 
martensite detwins (one twin variant grows at the expense of the others) finally resulting 
in a single crystal of martensite. The detwinning produces additional recoverable strain 
especially in tension. The schematic shows an internally twinned martensite with volume 
fraction f and 1- f, called the correspondent variant pair (CVP). The kinematic 
compatibility between the two variants across the twin plane and the kinematic 
compatibility between martensite and parent phase allows the solution of the vectors 
a,n,b,m and f. The vectors b,m define the austenite to martensite transformation, and a 
and n describe the lattice invariant shear (listed in Table 3.1). 
 The stress-strain behavior in Figure 3.1, can broadly be separated into three stages. 
During Stage I, elastic straining of the monoclinic lattice occurs. Stage II is the most 
useful range for NiTi shape memory recovery [7].  Twin boundary motion occurs to 
nearly 5% strain. Almost all the strains are recoverable up to this point.  In addition to the 
(001) twins, other deformation twins, such as (100) and (201) , can form at higher strains. 
The twinning shears associated with the (100) and (001) systems are both 0.2385; 
however, we will see that the energy barrier for the (100) twin system is much higher 
than for the (001) twins, which requires additional stress. The twinning shear and energy 
barriers for (201)  is substantially different from the (001) or (100), and will be 
calculated in this study.  This energetic treatment will enable us to quantitatively analyze 
the evolution of different twinning system that is observed in NiTi martensite. 
 At the beginning of stage II, upon motion of the transformation twin boundaries, 
the martensite reaches a single crystalline state with a single martensite variant [7]. 
Traditionally, shape memory was thought to be the result of this detwinning only, but 
recent experimental evidence shows that the deformation-induced twins in Stage II revert  
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Table 3.1 Twinning modes based on Phenomenological Theory of Austenite to 
Martensite Transformation, the modes shaded in grey are studied in this paper. 
   
Possible twins by theory 
(Indexed in parent B2 lattice) 
Observed Twins in experiments 
(Indexed in martensite B19 lattice) 
Qualified as 
LIS in 
B2B19 ? 
C C
{100} < 011>  
 Compound-1 
(100)M[001]MCompound [3, 37]   No 
C C
{011} <100 >  
 Compound-2 
(001)M[100]M Compound 
[45],[46],[6],[47] 
No 
{100}C<0 0.7864 1 >C Type I-
1 
(011)M[1.5727 1 1 ]M Type I 
[14,37,[47]] 
Yes 
{1 1 0}C<1 1 0.3230>C Type I-
2 
( 1 1 1)M[0.5404 0.4596 1]M Type I 
[14, 3, 37] 
Yes 
{1 1 0}C<1 1 2.7008>C Type I-
3 
(111)M[1.5117  0.5117 1]M Type I  [6, 
43] 
No 
{0.7205  0 1 }C<010>C Type 
II-1 
(0.7205 1 1 )M[011]M Type II  [14, 3, 
5, 37] 
Yes 
{ 1 1 0.4953}C<110>C Type II-
2 
Not Observed Yes 
{1 1 3.0495}C< 1 10>C Type 
II-3 
Not Observed No 
 
 
to austenite as well upon heating. Therefore, the occurrence of Stage II deformation 
twinning adds to the reversible strains [5]. However, any dislocation motion during 
deformation adds an unwarranted irreversibility in the shape memory behavior. 
Experimental observations have identified dislocation activities associated with 
transformation, but it is well known that it is difficult to study dislocation mechanisms 
within the martensite even though it is very important [15, 16]. Hence, computational 
approaches in this case provide additional insight which cannot be gleaned from 
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experiments alone. Thus, it is necessary to establish the energetic barriers to both 
dislocation motion and twin migration. The energy barriers associated with deformation 
twinning in Stage II have not been established, because it is difficult to do so 
computationally. The crystallography is not simple, and twins depart from classical 
reflection symmetries with the introduction of shuffles. In the following, we address 
energy barriers associated with the compound twins of (001) type migration followed by 
(100) and (201)  twinning, which can occur at higher stresses.  
 At higher applied strains (Stage III) other twin and slip systems will likely operate, 
but these other systems have even higher energy barriers. Also, they do not result in 
recoverable strains upon heating and cooling. Therefore, it is important to determine the 
process of twinning for both the (001) and (100) twins due to their importance in 
understanding the recoverable martensitic B19‟ structure. Small twinning shear strains 
such as those observed in (001) and (100) cases can revert to austenite  upon heating via 
lattice correspondence. Upon transformation to austenite, (201)  retains the twinned 
structure as (114) twin[17]. We note that the mechanism of deformation for martensite 
needs to be twinning in order for the shape memory effect to take place, because if slip 
occurs leading to plastic deformation the process will be irreversible. In fact, the 
degradation of the two-way shape memory effect with cycling has been attributed to the 
dislocation formation [18]. Our treatment will provide a quantitative foundation for slip 
to provide a better understanding of deformation operating in (001),(100) and (201)  
planes.  
 As mentioned earlier, the existing phenomenological theories on martensitic 
transformation are based on the foundation of the WLR-theory [2]. This theory relies on 
the (undeformed and unrotated) interface between the martensite variant and parent phase 
known as the habit plane. It is well known that the energy barriers associated with 
shearing of atoms do not enter the phenomenological theory calculations. The process of 
transformation, involves not only variant formation, but also shearing of the internally 
twinned variants to achieve a detwinned state. Here, we note that the existing constitutive 
theory of twin nucleation and growth relies only on the shear strain. However, shearing is 
not sufficient to generate a twin in all cases and any additional shuffle mechanism that is 
required to obtain a mirror structure which is neglected in the existing theory.  From the 
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atomistic point of view, both shear and shuffle contributes to the energy barriers for the 
transition from the internally twinned state to the detwinned state. The energy barriers 
associated with detwinning of these modes are studied in this paper. It is interesting to 
note that the detwinning stress is of the order of 140 MPa (Figure 3.2). This plot shows 
the critical stress versus temperature for NiTi below the martensite start temperature [19]  
and is for NiTi under aged conditions. The stress levels are temperature independent in 
the martensitic regime (200 to 280K) as shown, and will increase with temperature above 
the martensite finish temperature (280K).  
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Figure 3.2 The martensite detwinning stress from deformation experiments (from [20]) 
in the fully martensitic phase. We note that the critical stress is nearly  temperature 
independent.  
 There have been other works discovering additional twin modes in binary B19‟ 
and in ternary compositions. The Type II-1 twinning has been observed particularly for 
solutionized NiTi[21, 22]. It advances via a ledge growth mechanism [23], whose 
atomistic modeling treatment is very complex[24]. Nishida et al.[5]  confirmed the 
growth of (001) deformation twins during deformation experiments on martensites; in 
addition, they discovered  a (201) twin mode at later stages concurrent with slip 
deformation. Zhang et al.[7]  conducted extensive electron microscopy and identified 
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(001) twinning at the early stages of the deformation followed by (100) and (201)  twins. 
They also confirmed that deformation twinning associated with (001) and (100) is 
recoverable. In the case of ternary NiTi alloys [25], the (001) deformation twinning has 
also been observed confirming the early findings in binary alloys.  
 From these findings, it is important to note that twinning and slip of the (001), 
(100) and (201)  modes are the important ones in NiTi, and we focus on these cases in 
this paper. While research has progressed in the shape memory field in the last two 
decades, particularly the discovery of various twin modes and new shape memory 
compositions, there are areas such as slip and twinning of martensite where the 
understanding is still qualitative. The detwinning progresses with increased applied 
strains, but slip can simultaneously develop limiting the recoverability. The twinning 
process in B19‟ involves combined shear and shuffle for the (100) and (201)  case  and 
pure shear for the (001) case. The slip processes are also important  as there is evidence 
of dislocation formation in the martensite, and thus, the  present study was aimed at 
determining the energy barriers associated with twinning  and slip in the B19‟ phase. 
 
3.3. Experiments  
3.3.1 B19’ Crystallography 
 
 In NiTi, B19‟ martensite has a monoclinic structure with space group P21/m and 
can be described with three lattice constants a, b, c and a monoclinic angle   (Figure 3.3 
(a,b)). Here, the c-axis is the long axis and the a-axis is the short one, while the b-axis is 
intermediate. Note that the monoclinic angle between the  [100] and [001] axis is 97.8°.  
The B19‟ martensite is a lower energy state than the B2 austenitic state. The magnitude 
of the lattice constants and the energy difference are discussed in the simulation section.  
 Even though (100)[001] and (001)[100] systems are conjugate, there exist a 
distinction in the structure of  twin in these two systems. A simple shear deformation of 
the parent lattice will reproduce a twinned lattice in simple structures such as fcc, but for 
the B19‟ type structures the simple shear deformation may create imperfect reflection  
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Figure 3.3 (a)  Crystal structures of NiTi B19‟ martensite. The grey and  blue atoms 
represents Ni and Ti respectively. All the coordinates are in the martensite frame.  (b) 
Orthographic projection of B19‟ martensite from the [010] direction. (c) Different  
deformation mechanisms of B19‟ martensite.  
 
twins. The details of the twin formation mechanisms are discussed elsewhere [4, 6, 25]. As 
discussed later, pairs of atoms are separated by interplanar distance and the motif points are 
defined at the middle of each pair. A “partial pseudo-mirror” symmetry is present within the 
original martensite structure, which plays an important role in (001)[100] twin formation. 
(a) 
(c) 
(b) 
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The pseudo-mirror plane is not vertical to the (001) plane but deviates by a few degrees as 
noted in Figure 3.3(b). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4  Experimental evidence of (001) twinning in martensitic NiTi (see text for 
details) 
 
 The twin structure in (100)[001] system has a reflection symmetry with respect to 
the twin boundary. In the case of (100) twins, to achieve reflection twins so that nearly 
mirror images across a twin plane are generated, additional displacements of atoms are 
needed and these are termed „shuffles‟. In Figure 3.3(c), the presence of (100) twins are 
shown.  These shuffles do not produce macroscopic shape changes as they do not exceed 
the interatomic spacing. Therefore, the shear carries certain atoms to their twinned 
positions and a fraction of atoms (as much as half in some cases) are subsequently 
displaced to achieve the final twinned structure. As we discussed earlier, (100) compound 
twinning is conjugate to the (001) twinning, hence has the same shear magnitude. Since 
this shear magnitude is small, it produces smaller coherency strains compared to those 
observed in fcc and bcc alloys. 
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 A series of tension experiments have been conducted on a 50.1% Ni- NiTi alloy. 
The specimens were originally single crystals in the austenitic state.  The heat treatment 
was 450 °C for 100 hours followed by water quenching. This resulted in the following 
transformation temperatures 0 0 0 0
s f s f(M =38 C,M =31 C,A =40 C,A =62 C) . After further 
quenching in ice water, the specimens are warmed to room temperature. At room 
temperature, the specimens were fully martensitic based on the DSC results, as well as 
transmission electron microscopy of the samples. The martensitic specimens were 
deformed to strains  near 5% and then unloaded. Next, they were examined using 
transmission electron microscopy. Evidence of (001) twinning type was discovered as 
shown in Figure 3.4. With preexisting {001}  twins, the martensite flow stress (twin 
migration stress) is rather low, but this has not been explained previously. 
 The (001) twinning has been observed experimentally very frequently in other 
studies [7], and also is an LIS if the intermediate R-phase is utilized in the calculations 
[10]  as discussed earlier. Based on the phenomenological theory, the presence of the 
transformation twin mode (001), referred to as compound twinning, has been explained 
[10]   previously. The thermally-induced martensite can have {001} compound twins 
under the following conditions; high Ti compositions [7], the presence of precipitates, 
and multi-stage transformation involving the R-phase [26]  all favor the formation of the 
{001}   compound twins. Zhang and Sehitoglu [10]  showed with no assumptions that 
{001} compound twins are also internally twinned (with calculation of the fractions) and 
undergo detwinning. The B19 martensite can be obtained either by a one-step 
transformation of B2B19, or by a two-step transformations of B2R-phaseB19. In 
the two-step transitions, the R-phase is an incommensurate cubic phase, which is also 
called a "premartensitic" rhombohedral phase. The lattice characteristics associated with 
these transitions, i.e., the lattice parameters of B2 phase, R-phase, and B19 phase and the 
lattice correspondence of B2 to R-phase and B2 to B19 transitions, are now well 
established [10].  
 In summary, the twinning mode is defined by the twinning elements, which 
include the twinning plane and direction, and the shear magnitude. It is likely that a 
material can exhibit different twinning modes, those that are most likely to be activated 
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involve small values of shear and also lower interface energy.  With this background 
simulations were undertaken to explore the details of the (001) ,(100) and (201)  twin 
modes.   
 
3.3.2 Simulations 
 
 We utilized the Vienna ab-initio Simulation Package [27, 28]   (VASP) with the 
projector augmented wave (PAW) [29]  and the generalized gradient approximation 
(GGA)  [30]  as basis for our computations. PAW is an efficient all-electron method and 
necessary for high accuracy when transition metals such as Ti are considered. In our 
calculation, Monkhorst-Pack 9 7 7   k-point meshes were used for the Brillouin-zone 
integration. All calculations were performed using an energy cut-off of 350 eV. Ionic 
relaxation was performed by a conjugate gradient algorithm. The electronic convergence 
threshold was set to 41 10  eV per unit cell. Ionic relaxation was stopped when absolute 
values of internal forces are smaller than 35 10 eV/A .  Our periodic supercells (no free 
surfaces) consisted of  12  (001) or (100) monoclinic layers having 4-atom per layer for 
GSFE or GPFE calculation. The role of twinning energy pathways, called the generalized 
planar fault energy (GPFE), on deformation twinning in the monoclinic case is presented.  
The structural parameters a, b, c and the total energy relative to the B2 phase used in 
these simulations are given in Table 3.2.  The ground–state structures agree very well 
with experimental data [4]  as shown in Table 3.2. The stable energy corresponding to the 
lattice parameter was computed and compared with NiTi  B2 structure. The magnitude 
indicates that the B19‟ phase is lower in energy than the B2 phase by 0.04899 eV and 
hence energetically more stable. The stable energy differences are in agreement with 
reported values by Huang et al. [31]. The agreement of structural and energetic data 
ensures that our calculations are well converged. 
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Table 3.2 Calculated lattice parameters for martensitic (B19‟)  NiTi compared with 
experimental observation and another ab-initio study.   
Structure a ( )A  b ( )A  C ( )A   o (  )  30 ( )V A  2( ) BE E eV  
B19‟ a  2.884 4.11 4.6649 97.8 27.39 -0.04899 
B19‟ (exp)b 2.898 4.108 4.646 97.8 27.4  
B19‟ c 2.892 4.049 4.598 97.8 26.67 -0.046 
a 
This study
 
b
 Reference [4] 
c
 Reference [32] 
 
 Energy cost of dislocation motion (001)[100], (100)[001] and 
(201)[102] systems is also investigated in terms of generalized stacking fault energy 
(GSFE). For the (001)[100] system, the stacking fault energy is measured by shearing 
one elastic half space of a (001) plane relative to another in the [100]  shear direction. The 
(100)[001] is a conjugate system of  (001)[100]; hence, displacements are introduced in 
one elastic half space of the (100) plane relative to another in the [001] direction. In 
(201)[102] , atoms in one elastic halfspace of a (201)  is displaced relative to the other in 
[102]  direction.  In  all these cases, a complete landscape of fault energy is investigated, 
which requires a displacement of a unit lattice distance in the respective shear direction. 
Therefore, the displacement magnitudes in [100] and [001] are the lattice constants a and 
c respectively. For [102] , the displacement magnitude is | 102 | 9.36 A  . The GSFE in  
(001), (100) and (201)  systems are plotted against the displacement in each layer, ux, 
which is normalized by their respective required displacement a ,c and | 102 |  .    
 
 First-principle calculations are utilized to establish the potential-energy surface 
(PES), the minimum energy path (MEP) and the transition state (TS) associated with the 
twin growth in (201)[102]  system. The structural energy cost, ( , ) E , with coupled 
shear and shuffle, during (201)[102]  twin growth process can be represented by a planar 
energy surface (PES). Here, E,, represents the potential energy field, normalized shear 
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and shuffle respectively. Shear parameter,, is normalized by displacement required to 
generate a twinned layer ( 0.48A ) and shuffle, by total shuffle distance ( 0.32A  for Ti 
and 0.23A  for Ni) . We note that, ( , ) E refers to energy differential between the 
current state (3 layer) and the 4 layer twin structure. To obtain the PES within reasonable 
computational time, we divide the shear and shuffle based computational domain 
primarily into 7 x 7 nodes. Additional nodes are added near the energetically significant 
positions such as the local minima and the saddle point.   The transition path between 
local minima at 3
rd
 layer and 4
th
 layer is obtained from the energy surface (PES) with 
minimum energy paths (MEP). In addition to the lowest energy path, MEP allows us to 
identify the saddle point energy (TS) which acts as the peak barrier during twin growth 
process. In this study, the MEP is calculated based on well-established modified string 
method [33].  
 
3.4 Compound Twinning Modes in Martensite 
 
3.4.1 The (001)[100] Twinning 
 A close view of twinning is shown in Figure  3.5(a ) for a  two layer (001) twin. 
The twin plane (001) is marked with the red line, and the twin direction is [100]. The 
twinning shears are small for the (001) case (0.2385), hence the misorientation of the 
twinned regions, and thus, the corresponding diffraction patterns of twin related planes 
would appear close, often overlapping depending on the viewing angle. Therefore, close 
attention to the details during experiments is needed to identify such twins. The direction 
of shear is the [100] or „a‟ direction, which is the shortest lattice vector in B19‟ (see 
Table 3.1). 
 The slip barrier in a crystal is characterized by the GSFE curve and the twinning 
barriers with the GPFE curve. During GSFE calculation, interplanar potential energy is 
calculated while one elastic half space of crystal is translated relative to the other along 
the (001) plane in the [100] direction. The GPFE curve is obtained by shearing of 
consecutive layers starting with the twin plane, and by shearing all atoms above the next 
plane and so on. A  one-layer twin  is created by sliding the layers 3-12 relative to layers 
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1 to 2 along the [100] direction through a displacement  / 2[100]b a in the (001) plane 
ensuring a shear magnitude of 0.2385. A two-layer twin is then generated by sliding 
layers 5-12 in a similar fashion; a three-layer twin by sliding layers 7-17 and so on. Here, 
we note that, two (001) layers of atoms will glide simultaneously with the motif points 
(shown in Figure 3.5(b)) if a shear is applied in [100] direction (shown with the brown 
arrow in Figure 3.5(a)). Here, the motif point is defined at the middle of each pair. 
Therefore, (001)[100] generates a partial pseudo mirror twin instead of a perfect 
reflection twin. Pseudo mirror differs from reflective twin since the plane is not exactly 
vertical to the (001) plane. This results a deviation of 0.2
0
  and 2.7
0
  for Ni and Ti 
respectively. 
 
Figure 3.5 (a)  Atomic displacements that render the formation of a two-layer (001) twin. 
(b)Motif points of the atoms are shown with orange crosses in the highlighted region 
shown in figure (a), (c) the GSFE curve corresponding to slip on the (001) plane, (d) the 
GPFE curve that shows that the twin boundary migration barrier is as low as 7.6 mJ/m
2
.  
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  In Figures 3.5(c) and 3.5(d), the energy barriers associated with the slip and twin 
system for the (001)[100] case are shown, respectively. The slip barriers are characterized 
by the GSFE curve and the twinning barriers with the GPFE curve. We show the 
generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) curves for the (001)[100] case in Figure 3.5(c). 
The first metastable position,  isf  is found to be at a/2  and two unstable energy barriers 
of similar magnitude are observed at a/4 and 3a/4. This indicates that the (001)[100] 
dislocation can dissociate into two partials to minimize its energy as noted below, 
   [100] [100] [100]
2 2
 
a a
a  
 In B19‟ martensite, the  [100] direction has the shortest repeat distance with a 
magnitude of 2.884 A .  Hence, distance between the neighboring atoms are smallest in 
this direction. On contrary, (001) planes are the most dense one as interatomic distance is 
largest in [001] direction (4.6649 A ). Therefore, the low values of  isf  
and  us  (the 
unstable and stable fault energy in (001)[100])  is calculated to be 20 and 9 mJ/m
2
  
suggest that slip could potentially occur on the (001)[100] slip system in B19‟ martensite. 
 In Figure 3.5(d), the displacement in each layer, ux, is normalized by the 
respective required displacement b . The twin migration energy is denoted with  the 
symbol, TM . This quantity is most relevant in the presence of existing twins. The 
magnitude, TM  = 7.6 mJ/m
2
 (shown with green vertical arrow in Figure 3.5(d)), decides 
the twin migration stress. As we show later, a range of 7.6 mJ/m
2
 will  permit twin 
migration at low stress magnitudes similar to levels observed in experiments. This 
magnitude also reveals why shape memory is realized in these class of alloys where the 
resistance to twin migration is not substantial.  
 On the other hand, the energies that are required to nucleate a twin (new 
(001)[100] twins) from a pristine crystal can also be obtained from this figure utilizing 
the unstable twin energy value near 25 mJ/m
2
. The results show that new (deformation) 
twins can be generated at elevated external stress levels compared to the migration of 
transformation twins. This is an important finding that we elaborate on in the discussion 
section.  
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3.4.2The (100)[001] Twinning 
 As deformation proceeds, the {001} compound twins cannot fully accommodate 
the deformation depending on the texture, the sense of loading and magnitude of strains. 
The formation of {100}  twins can occur at moderate strains and has been experimentally 
observed [6]. The {100}and {001} are from the same family, hence they are difficult to 
distinguish experimentally, but the barriers are different because the c-axis and a-axis 
dimensions differ in monoclinic structure. This twinning mode involves a shuffle making 
the atomic displacements rather complicated. The energy barriers are not known for this 
twinning mode. 
 The atomic positions upon shearing on the (100) plane and the shuffle of the Ni 
and Ti atoms are shown in Figure 3.6(a). The motif points are shown with orange crosses 
in Figure 3.6(b). In Figure 3.6(a), the required shear of 0.2385 is applied by displacing 
the (100) planar atoms in the [001] direction through a displacement /13.5[001]b c     
in a similar way as discussed for the (001)[100] plane. However, with the application of 
shear in this system, motif points will move every layer of  (100) plane atoms in [001] 
direction. This is shown in Figure 3.6(b) with brown arrows.  Hence, a perfect mirror 
twin is possible in contrast to partial pseudo mirror in (001)[100]. Most significantly, an 
additional shuffle is required for Ni and Ti to obtain mirror symmetry along the boundary 
plane. The shuffling direction is nearly normal to the [001] direction and the magnitude is 
0.46 A  and 0.23 A  for Ti atoms and Ni atoms, respectively.  
 We note the significant difference in the GSFE and GPFE curves in Figures  
3.6(c) and 3.6(d), respectively. The GSFE path is shown in Figure 3.6(c). In this case, the 
energy barriers are much higher as shuffles are not permitted.  The peak energy barrier is 
measured to be 448 mJ/m
2
  for (100)[001] slip; this is an order of magnitude higher than 
the barrier observed for (001)[100]. This barrier is observed at an asymmetric position 
and at a distance of 0.4c   in the [001] direction; at this position, the inter-atomic distance 
of Ni and Ti is shortest between two adjacent (100) layers.
 
This is clearly shown in 
Figure 3.6(e) where the atoms (encircled), at a shear displacement of 0.4c, are nearest 
across the interface. The orthographic projection box has been sheared in this case 
successively with 0.4c and c respectively. As 0.4c case is approached, the inter-atomic  
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Figure 3.6 (a) shear and shuffles associated with creation of the (100) twin (shuffles are 
shown with arrows). (b)Motif points of the atoms are shown with orange crosses in the 
highlighted region shown in figure (a),  (c) GSFE for the (100) slip showing very high 
unstable stacking fault energy, (d) GPFE for (100) twinning displaying the twin 
migration energy. The shearing of the (100) plane in the [001] direction.  The schematics 
show the atom positions at a displacement of 0.4c (corresponding to maximum energy 
barrier) and after a displacement of c where the original structure returns.  
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distance diverges as shear proceeds until at a shear displacement of c when the perfect 
lattice is reached. Overall, we note that a simple sinusoidal force law is not obeyed, and 
the maximum slope for shear stress determination,
 
 / u
x max
, corresponds to an 
intermediate displacement level. 
  Another distinct feature noticeable in GSFE for (100)[001] is the lack of any 
metastable energy position. This prevents any possibility of partial dislocation nucleation 
in this plane. For the (100)[001] twin (GPFE), the planar fault energies are plotted against 
displacement in each layer, ux, which is normalized by the respective required 
displacement b . The shuffling of atoms creates a metastable position in the GPFE curve. 
The differential energy, TME  = 41 mJ/m
2
 (shown with the green vertical arrow in Figure 
3.6(d)) characterizes the twin migration stress. The higher barriers in the GSFE compared 
to GPFE preclude the propensity of slip in this case. The migration twin boundary energy 
barrier is higher than for the (001) case and can occur at elevated stress levels. 
   
3.4.3 The (201)[102]  Twinning 
 (201)[102]  type twin nucleates at higher strain (>6% ), following the generation 
of  (001) and (100) type of twin. This mode is particularly important where higher strains 
or when pseudoelastic response over a broad strain range is desired. The required strain 
to generate a twinned structure is 0.338, a higher value compared to the required shear for 
(001) or (100) twin. Hence, the high ductility of the martensite is attributable to the 
formation of twins in (201)  plane.  
  The atomic formation mechanism for (201)[102]  type of twin is displayed in 
Figure 3.7 (a), viewed from direction[010] . The orange crosses denote the motif points 
in this system. The inter planar distance between (201)  motif points are measured to be 
1.43 A . Hence, a 0.338 shear generates a displacement 0.48b   that moves the motif 
units to a twinned position along the (201)  boundary. However, additional shuffles of Ni 
and Ti  are required to generate a perfect mirror symmetry. These shuffles are bi-
directional in nature (shown in Figure 3.7 a) and locally rearrange the Ni and Ti atoms in  
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Figure 3.7 (a) Shear and shuffles 
associated with creation of the (201)  
twin (shuffles are shown with arrows) 
with orange cross shows the motif 
units; viewed from  direction [010] .  
(b) PES for (201)  twinning displaying 
the MEP for twinning in this case. (c) 
Fault energy along the MEP displaying 
the maximum barrier, metastable 
position and the transition state. (d)  
GSFE for the (201)  slip showing very 
high unstable stacking fault energy. 
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[010] and [010]  direction.   The magnitude of shuffle is calculated to be 0.32 A  for Ti 
and 0.32 A  for Ni respectively. 
 The predicted potential energy surface (PES) during 3rd to 4th layer twin 
formation at zero hydrostatic stress is plotted in Figure 3.7(b). Here we note that,  twin 
layer growth from 3 to 4 layer is specifically selected, since the effect of mechanical 
coupling becomes insignificant once the  twins grows more than three layer thick and the 
sinusoidal fault energy pattern is repeated periodically. A mechanical coupling arises 
from the interaction energy of upper and lower twin boundaries, necessitating 3rd and 
higher layers for consideration of twin growth behavior. The PES points out that a pure 
shear ( 0 1   , 0  ) generates an energetically unstable structure. Similar energy 
pattern is observed for pure shuffle ( 0  , 0 1   ) which does not generate a 
twinned structure.  The combination of shear and shuffle ( 1  , 1  ) results in a stable 
twinned position  as manifested by the upper right corner of the PES.  Mean energy path 
(MEP) provides the transition path from this 3 to 4 layer and is shown by the white line in 
PES (Figure 3.7 b). MEP illustrates the complex coupling of shear and shuffle that exist 
during the twin growth in (201)  plane. Both shear and shuffles are operative at the 
beginning of twin growth mechanism until a shear of 0.25  .  At this position, the 
atoms reach the maximum energy barrier which is labeled as transition state (TS). From 
shear 0.25   to 0.75  , shuffle is insignificant compared to shear. At shear 0.75  , 
the atoms reach another peak barrier as shown the dots in PES. Shear and shuffle are 
again operative at the last stage growth mechanism until it reaches the stable 4
th
 layer 
position. The fault energies along the reaction coordinate of MEP are plotted in Figure 
3.7 (c). The plot shows the two energy peak points along a metastable barrier at 
0.5  , 0.5  . The magnitudes of the peak points are calculated to be 61 mJ/m
2
.  In 
comparison with the energy barriers during (001) and (100) twin growth, this is of a 
higher magnitude.   
 The GSFE path for (201)[102]  system is plotted in Figure 3.7(d).  As discussed 
earlier, GSFE provides the maximum energy the atoms have to overcome during its glide 
in certain plane and direction. In addition to that, GSFE provides vital information about 
the magnitude of Burgers vector of a possible dislocation in that system with a metastable 
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position. Figure 3.7(d) points out a metastable position at  1 [102]
2
. However, to reach 
this metastable position, the atoms have to overcome a barrier energy 1390 mJ/m
2
. This 
energy is appreciably high comparing to slip barriers in martensite in (001)[100] direction. 
Theoretical slip nucleation can be estimated from the slope of the GSFE curve as follows, 
max
( ) /  SLIP ideal xu .   This value is calculated and found to be 107 GPa. This stress is 
excessively high for a full dislocation to glide in this system and points out to the 
energetic basis for absence of full or partial dislocation at this plane. The absence of 
twinning partial signifies, any twin formation or growth in  (201)[102]  system will be in 
conjunction with a shear and shuffle as noted earlier in Table 1.1 as Case 2.   
 
3.5 Discussion of Results 
 The present work is geared towards quantification of the twin energy barriers in 
NiTi, experimental evidence of (001) compound twins, and rationalization of why 
twinning is favored over plastic flow due to slip [11, 34]. Hence, the paper represents a 
significant advancement, and provides a methodology for design of new shape memory 
compositions. We make a clear distinction between the energies required for twin growth 
versus slip transmission. We addressed this issue by precisely determining the 
Generalized Stacking Fault Energy (GSFE) and Generalized Planar Fault Energy (GPFE) 
curves for different twin and slip modes. We illustrated with energetic barriers that twin 
migration is preferred in contrast to dislocation motion. The role of shuffles is to create a 
considerable departure between the GSFE and GPFE behaviors. We note that at high 
stresses dislocations can readily nucleate and glide and this could cause irreversibilities in 
shape memory response.  
 The critical shear stresses (ideal case) for twinning can be calculated based on the 
unstable and twin fault energies [35]  as  /  TMideal TM twinb  where 2   TM ut tsf  is 
referred to as the twin migration energy (marked with the green arrow in the figures). On 
the other hand, theoretical slip nucleation can be estimated from the slope of the GSFE 
curve as follows, 
max
( ) /  SLIP ideal xu . Low unstable twin fault energy materials 
would promote twinning at lower stresses than slip.  More sophisticated versions have 
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been proposed in incorporating the  elastic energies associated with the twin nucleus [36]; 
this relationship provides a reasonable approximation. We note that the ideal twin 
migration stress,  

TMideal ,is  the most relevant with a preexisting twin embryo, because it 
deals with the detwinning of the  self-accommodating twin morphology in our case. The 
results utilizing these formulas are provided in Table 3.2  for the two compound twinning 
modes. We note that the twinning stress for the (001)[100] can be reached at small strains  
consistent with the critical stress values given in Figure 3.2. It is important to point out 
that at moderate levels of stress (277 MPa) slip nucleation can occur for the (001)[100] 
system. This value is also consistent with the limiting stress magnitudes that produce 
irreversible strains in temperature cycling under stress experiments [37]. The (100)[001] 
system is expected to be activated at much higher stresses exceeding 1700 MPa. 
Compression experiments reported in Reference [19]   reached plateau stress magnitudes 
close to 2000 MPa (in the fully martensitic phase) whereupon shape memory strains are 
not fully recovered due to slip. With continual strain, our calculation points out, twin in 
(201) will nucleate at 3900 MPa consistent with experimental twin evolution pattern. We 
note that, theoretical stresses are significantly higher for any dislocation to glide at (100) 
and (201)  plane. The absence of twinning partial signifies, any twin formation or growth 
in  (100)[001] and (201)[102]  system needs to be in conjunction with a shear and  
 
Table 3.3  Deformation twinning elements in the B19‟ martensite (the shear strain is 
0.2385 in both (001) and (100) system and 0.33 in (201)  and  K1  , 1  designate the twin 
plane and twin direction, respectively). The critical stress for slip and for twin migration 
are given.  
 
  
K1
 
1
 
  
(
shear
)
ideal


u
x max
(MPa) 
  /  TMideal TM twinb  (MPa) 
(001) [100]            277                  165 
(100) [001]          4530                1790 
(201)  [102]       107060                3900 
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shuffle as noted earlier in Table 1.1 as Case 2.  The results (in Table 3.3) confirm the 
precise reason why the shape memory phenomenon is possible in NiTi and opens new 
avenues for design of new materials with different compositions. 
 
 
 Dislocation assisted twin growth is well known in face centered cubic metals 
where the partial dislocations glide to form the twin nucleus. We note that a twinnability 
criteria has been proposed for twin nucleation (in fcc metals) based on the relative barrier 
height difference,  ut us   
 [38, 39].  The smaller the  ut us difference, the higher the 
propensity for twinning.  The relative barrier energy criterion has been modified in the 
work of Kibey et al. [36]   and Tadmor and Bernstein [40]   with additional parameters to 
predict the dominant deformation mechanism (slip or twin) more accurately. These 
criteria point to twinning as the governing mechanism for the two cases studied in Table 
3.2. Applying these criteria to monoclinic alloys needs caution, because of three reasons: 
shuffles can develop, the number of layers to form a stable twin exceeds three layers, and 
the intrinsic stacking fault energy cannot be defined in some cases.  
In addition to the (100) ,(001), (201)  twin modes, (113) are all possible twin planes. The 
(113) are nucleated at extreme high strains (>12%) during the deformation and cause 
partial irreversibility [5]. When the martensite reverts to austenite a fraction of (113) 
twins transform to an austenitic (112) twinned structure. The energy barriers associated 
with (113)  twin mode is not known, and  also involve shuffles with larger fraction of 
movements than the (100)  or (201)  case above. When the shuffle distance between the 
atoms is large, the calculation becomes computationally intense because of additional 
degree of freedom. Hence, the trajectory determination for shear and shuffle in these 
cases becomes rather complex. The structure of the interface may also be altered in some 
of the other twin modes requiring a relative translation (inhomogeneous displacements) 
in addition to the homogeneous shear. This is another departure from the ideal reflection 
twin. This will be considered in future research.  
 In addition to the results shown in Figure 3.2, which were obtained in the fully 
martensitic regime, we note the importance of detwinning during  pseudoleastic 
deformation [19]  and thermal cycling during constant external stress [37, 41]. 
Transformation strains observed in the pseudoleasticity and shape memory experiments 
encompass both the martensite CVP formation and detwinning strains. Under 
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pseudoleastic deformation (at constant temperature), the recoverable strains exceed the 
CVP strains and the additional recoverable strain is attributed to detwinning [19]. Under 
thermal cycling (at constant stress), the recoverable strains also exceed the CVP strains 
above a critical stress value that results in detwinning. In fact, the magnitude of this 
critical stress was precisely established by incrementally increasing the stress level using 
a „stair-case‟ procedure [41].  The results also point to the occurrence of partial 
detwinning because transformation falls short of the theoretical transformation values, 
because of the onset of slip deformation.  The significance of detwinning during thermal 
cycling experiments is illustrated in Figure 3.8 via in-situ transmission electron 
microscopy. We show martensites (on deformed samples in Figure 3.7)  that undergo  
detwinning upon cooling below the martensite finish temperature.  
 We note the role of two factors influencing the reversibility of transformation and 
the detwinning process. During transformation, dislocation loops are noted in the vicinity 
of transformation fronts primarily in the austenitic (B2) phase. These plastic 
accommodation processes are responsible for the dissipation that develops in the B2 
phase and the hysteresis in pseudoelasticity and shape memory. There has been evidence 
of dislocations present in the martensite domains [21, 22, 42, 43], but the dislocation 
generation in martensite has not been studied in detail compared to the B2 phase [15, 16, 
37]. Based on the simulations presented in this work, the (001)[100] is the most likely 
slip system, but other systems can also be activated because the  (001)[100] system does 
not have the sufficient number of independent slip systems to accommodate an arbitrary 
deformation. 
 Finally, we remark on the magnitude of the shear in the detwinning of  Type II-1, 
(001) – (100) compound twins, and the (201) twins in martensite. There is experimental 
evidence that different types of twins can coexist in deformed martensite. A common 
feature of these twin modes is that the lattice shear is 0.28 (Type II-1) and 0.2385 
{001 and 100} in the first three cases respectively, and 0.425 for the (201) case. These 
magnitudes are smaller than those observed in fcc and bcc lattices (0.707), hence, elastic 
accommodation of such twins is more likely increasing the reversibility of transformation 
in the case of NiTi.  We also note that in the (100) slip case (Figure 3.6(c)), the energy 
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barriers are rather high  because atoms come to proximity during the shearing process.   
We clearly illustrate this in Figure 3.6(e). 
 
 
                        (a)                                                          (b) 
Figure 3.8 In-situ TEM during thermal cycling (RT-100C100CRT) under zero 
load of an aged (823K,1.5hrs) Ti-50.4at%Ni [123] single crystal.  Prior to TEM, the 
specimen was thermo-mechanically tested under constant uniaxial tensile load while the 
temperature was cycled from RT-100C100CRT at a stress level as high as 210 
MPa, (a) Internally twinned residual martensite at 100°C, (b) –100C martensite lamella 
appears to have fully detwinned into a single variant. Note that the deviation parameter 
was adjusted slightly different between both images such as to obtain best contrast for the 
features of interest.           
   
 There has been recent advances in ferromagnetic shape memory alloys, with 
Heusler alloys having Ni, Mn and Ga elements [44]. Upon application of a magnetic field, 
twin boundary motion occurs and the material can behave as an actuator. The advantage 
is that actuation can occur without the need to heat and cool in shape memory, and thus 
can occur at higher frequencies. One of the critical deciding factors in the success of the 
new ferromagnetic shape memory alloys is the requirement of low detwinning stresses 
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and high detwinning strains. Further research is in progress to find new compositions that 
exhibit very low martensite detwinning stresses. These materials are expensive to 
produce with complex thermo-mechanical treatments to ensure oriented martensites. The 
methodology we present can be extended to optimize ternary compositions without the 
lengthy manufacturing and testing procedures.  
 
3.6 Summary 
 In summary, we have made advances towards a quantitative understanding of the 
deformation twinning in martensite. For (100), (001) and (201)  twinning cases  in B19‟ 
small energy barriers, less than 7.6 mJ/m
2 
, 41 mJ/m
2  
and 61 41 mJ/m
2 
were obtained. 
The results explain why both systems have been observed in experiments, and we provide 
a quantitative methodology for design of new shape memory alloys by predicting their 
detwinning stresses.  
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Chapter 4  
 
Coupled shear and shuffle modes during twin 
growth in B2-NiTi 
 
[The material in this chapter is published as Tawhid Ezaz et al.,Applied Physics Letters, 
241906,2011 ]. 
 
 
4.1 Abstract 
 
Deformation twinning of B2 austenitic phase in NiTi has not been understood despite its 
significance. A number of experimental observations have been made, but these alone 
can not explain the complex shears and shuffles that produce the twin. We propose that 
twinning can occur via (211)[111] shear and the proposed shuffle differs from previous 
work and is parallel to the twinning shear.  We established a twin energy barrier which is 
lower compared the previously proposed twinning modes, and has a magnitude of 79 
mJ/m
2
. Hydrostatic pressure is found to alter this energy barrier and the coupling of shear 
and shuffle mechanism.  
 
4.2 Introduction 
 The nickel-titanium (NiTi) shape memory alloy is a very important technological 
material[1], yet its deformation behavior is not understood. Its utilization in coronary 
stents, in actuation and sensing devices is well known. The NiTi ordered alloy of near-
equiatomic composition can exist in the B19‟ (monoclinic) martensitic  phase or in the 
austenitic phase with a B2 (cubic) crystal structure. The NiTi alloy is typically formed in 
the austenitic phase to desired shapes and dimensions[2]. During the processing 
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operations or during B2 to B19‟ transformation, the B2 can undergo twinning and slip[3]. 
There has been some recent work on understanding of the slip in the B2 case. Yet, there 
has not been a clear understanding of how twinning occurs. The addition of twinning to 
slip provides a sufficient number of deformation planes and directions to ensure ductility 
while the twin slip interactions result in hardening circumventing strain localization and 
failure during the processing operations. Specifically,  slip occurs in {011} 100   
which permits glide only in three  systems[4]. Since at least five active systems are 
needed to accommodate arbitrary deformations[5], additional glide via twinning allows 
higher ductility levels (exceeding 25%)[6]. Therefore, understanding the details of 
twinning is the key to the manufacturing processes for NiTi. These processes also involve 
stress states that differ from simple tension, consequently understanding the pressure 
dependence of twinning is also of importance. We note that  during B2 to B19‟ 
transformation, large internal stresses develop as calculated by Sun and Hwang[7], 
resulting in plastic flow in the B2 domains. It is likely that these transformation-induced 
stresses in B2 result in additional slip and twinning, and understanding of twinning is 
paramount to development of constitutive equations and continuum calculations.      
 Experimental observations with electron diffraction patterns confirm the presence 
of a twin mirror symmetry across {112} planes in B2 NiTi. These observations are made 
ex-situ so the precise mechanism of twinning during loading is difficult to determine 
experimentally. The thicknesses of the twins are in nanodimensions, and develop over 
very short time scales precluding in-situ interrogations. Cahn[8] proposed an ingenious 
pseudotwinning mechanism via (211)[111]  shear resulting in an orthorombic 
structure[9]. We calculated its energy to be very high  (500 mJ/m
2
), in agreement with 
Paxton‟s conclusion [10] that this is an unlikely mechanism.  Moberly et al. pointed out 
the importance of shuffle in addition to shear for (211)[111] twinning in B2 phase[11]. 
In his case, the shuffle occurs in the conjugate  {112}  plane.  We calculated the energy 
barrier for their case as  265 mJ/m
2
, a very high value which precludes its occurrence. 
 In this study, we propose an alternative twinning shear-shuffle mechanism to 
create the  (211) perfect mirror twin where the shuffle occurs parallel to the twinning 
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shear direction.  The required homogeneous shear magnitude is 1 / 2  and the twinning 
Burgers vector is b ; where, / 6[111]b a  and a is the lattice parameter. One-half of the  
 
 
Figure 4.1 The proposed shear-shuffle mechanism of (211)[111]  twinning, (a) 
Austenitic NiTi structure of a 4 layer twin under shear. Lattice parameter, „a‟, is shown in 
both matrix and twin (b) A twinning shear of magnitude 1/ 2 in (211)[111]   system 
generates an orthorhombic structure (O-structure) between 4
th
  and 5
th
  layer (c) A shuffle 
of Ni and Ti in  [111]  and [111] direction restores the mirror symmetry along the twin 
boundary (d) a perfect 5 layer twin. Here, /  shearu b  and  / 3 / 2  shufu a .  
 
atoms within the twin undergo shuffle, and unlike shear the shuffle does not result in 
macroscopic shape change. We calculate an energy barrier (at TS) of 79  mJ / m
2 , which 
is comparable to the value for fcc metals[12].  We explain our procedures in detail below. 
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The proposed twin growth mechanism from 4
th
 to 5
th
 layer is illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
Studying  4
th
 to 5
th
 layer twin growth rules out mechanical coupling that operates in 
similar cubic metals up to three layers of twin. A mechanical coupling arises from the 
interaction energy of upper and lower twin boundaries, necessitating 4
th
 and higher layers 
for consideration of twin growth behavior [13]. As emphasized above, a twinning shear 
of magnitude 1/ 2  in (211)[111]  (shown by the  arrow in Figure 4.1(a)) system 
generates an orthorhombic structure between 4
th
 and 5
th
 layer (shown as „O-structure‟ in 
Figure 4.1(b)). However, additional shuffles of Ni and Ti on the horizontal plane  
(illustrated by the arrows in Figure 4.1(c)) restore the mirror symmetry along the twin 
boundary (Figure 4.1(d)). A shuffling direction parallel to the shear direction, as opposed 
to  shuffle oblique to shear[11], is preferred. We note that, it is often assumed these two 
steps are decoupled and sequential; in this paper, we show precisely their simultaneous 
variation. We also note the possibility of twin modes including {114} and {113}[6, 9] 
planes, but these are outside the scope of this work.  
 
4.3 Methods 
 First-principle calculations are utilized to establish the potential-energy surface 
(PES), the minimum energy path (MEP) and the transition state (TS) associated with the 
twin growth, which are defined later in the paper. The structural energy cost, ( , ) E , 
with coupled shear and shuffle, during (211)  twin growth process can be represented by 
a planar energy surface (PES) shown in Figure 4.2(a). Here, E,, represents the 
potential energy field, normalized shear and shuffle respectively. Shear parameter,,  is 
normalized by the Burgers vector of the twinning dislocation ( / 6[111]b a ) and 
shuffle, by average near neighbor distance, 3 / 2a . We note that, ( , ) E  refers to 
energy differential between the current state and the 4 layer twin structure. In addition, an 
isosceles boundary develops upon relaxation as a translational state which is observed in 
most body centered cubic structures[14]. The isosceles boundaries at the upper and lower 
interfaces are a result of horizontal displacements of magnitude / 6[111]a  and / 6[111]a  
respectively, and permit lower energy values for the fourth and fifth layer twin. For 
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clarity, in Figure 4.1 we show the reflective boundaries prior to relaxation. We used spin-
polarized, ab initio calculation to properly determine the undeformed and deformed 
energy states of NiTi austenite during {112}-twin growth. The ab-initio calculations are 
conducted via Density functional theory based Vienna ab-initio Simulation Package 
(VASP) [15] and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [16] is implemented on 
a projection-augmented wave (PAW). Monkhorst-Pack 9 x 9 x 9 k-point meshes are used 
for Brillouin zone integration. The procedure of shearing has been described in early 
work[17].  
 To obtain the PES within reasonable computational time, we divide the shear and 
shuffle based computational domain primarily into 7 x 7 nodes. Additional nodes are 
added near the energetically significant positions such as the local minima and the saddle 
point. A symmetry-adapted “free energy” polynomial is fitted to our  E(,)  data. For 
this fault energy functional  F(,)  (E(,)) , we choose a fourth order cosine-sine 
polynomial [18] which can appropriately represent the shear shuffle coupling, i.e. 
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where,    1 cosX x x        ,    sinY x x       and  represents Kronecker‟s 
delta ( ij is 1(0) if i  is (not) equal to j ). An additional constraint of  
dF / dx
x=0,1
= 0 is 
imposed to ensure local minima at (0,0) and (1,1) positions in the PES.  
  The transition path between local minima at 4
th
 layer and 5
th
 layer is obtained 
from the energy surface (PES) with minimum energy paths (MEP). In addition to the 
lowest energy path, MEP allows us to identify the saddle point energy (TS) which acts as 
the peak barrier during twin growth process. In this study, the MEP is calculated based on 
well-established modified string method [19].  
4.4 Results and discussion 
 The predicted energy barrier contour during 4th to 5th layer twin formation at 
zero hydrostatic stress is plotted in Figure 4.2(a). An increase in fault energy, without any 
metastable position, occurs upon pure shear path (   01), and results in an unstable 
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orthorhombic structure. However, as we note earlier, an additional 3 2a  shuffle of Ni 
and Ti produces a reflective twin. In PES, the stable 5th layer mirror twin is manifested 
with a local minima at 
(1,1)F
 with an energy such that ( , ) 0E    . We note that, a mirror 
twinning symmetry cannot be obtained with a pure shuffle path (   01). The PES 
plot also exhibits a barrier at ( ,0.5)F  .  At a shuffle of 0.5  , the  neighbor distance 
upon shuffling reduces to 2 3a  from the original near neighbor distance of 3 2a .  
The neighbor distance between atoms is an important parameter to establish the difficulty 
of atomic shuffling.  
Three energetically significant points, local minima at 4 and 5-layer twin and the TS, are 
pointed with dots in Figure 4.2(a). The position of TS at (0.5,0.5)F  provides two 
significant conclusions- (i) the shear-shuffle mechanism is not sequential (ie. shuffle 
neither precedes nor follows shear), (ii) shuffling is not a relaxation process and occurs 
under the application of load. In addition, MEP provides the exact combination of shear 
and shuffle process during twin growth process. From Figure 4.2(a), it is clear that the 
path is predominantly shear at the beginning of growth. The shuffle mechanism starts at a 
shear of 0.1  , nearly 3/4th of atomic shuffling (1.98A out of 2.60A  ) has occurred 
corresponding to 0.5  . The maximum peak value of 79 mJ/m2 corresponds to the fault 
energy at TS.   This magnitude is comparable to ductile fcc metals that goes through 
deformation twinning[12]. Without the shuffle, the barrier would be much higher and will 
not create to a perfect mirror. Another possibility is shearing in the opposite direction, but 
the twinning Burgers vector is twice the case proposed here. We note that the Moberly 
mechanism[4] with (211)[111]  shear  and (112)[111]  shuffle represents shuffling at 70° 
to our case. Another distinction is that shuffling can occur after the first layer in our case, 
and in cases where shuffling can only occur after four layers[4], we calculate the energy 
barriers to be higher (265 versus 79 mJ/m
2
).   
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Figure 4.2  Austenitic NiTi PES contour, MEP and Transition state during twin growth under 
stress at (a) zero hydrostatic stress  , (b) hyd= 12 GPa Tension and (c) hyd= 7 GPa compression. 
The magnitude of maximum fault energy in MEP ( at TS ) is shown in terms of mJ/m
2
.  
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 The role of hydrostatic pressure on twinning is relevant to the development of 
constitutive equations for twinning. Large hydrostatic stresses are encountered in 
processing of NiTi such as ausforming[2], in B2 domains during transformation[7], and 
also in high strain rate loading applications for damping. The hydrostatic stress is known 
to affect plasticity in metals[20] and transformation behavior[21], we show its role on 
twinning in this paper. Figures 4.2(b) and 4.2(c) exhibit the contribution of hydrostatic 
stress during twin growth on the shear-shuffle coupling. In this study, the effect of 
hydrostatic stress on twin growth is investigated under magnitudes of tensile 12 GPa and 
a compressive 7 GPa. Under hydrostatic stress two major effects are evident during twin 
growth; (1) the magnitude of the fault energy at TS decreases by 12% under the applied 
tension and increases by 19% under compression, (2) the TS location shifts from its 
original position with the application hydrostatic stress. The shift of TS to the left in PES 
signifies that a quasi-static phonon mediated pure-shuffle mode can be sufficient to reach 
the transition state at sufficiently high compressive hydrostatic stress.   
 Returning to the impact of our results, we note the need to characterize the B2 
flow behavior for a better characterization of processing and  understanding the role of 
irreversibility during transformation of NiTi. For processing, the flow behavior in 
polycrystals is influenced by the activation of the (211) systems in grains which are 
favorably oriented, i.e. depending on the crystallographic texture. The identification of 
the (211)[111]  system allows one to calculate the Taylor factor[5] for example for 
axisymmetric flow or other stress states during processing of NiTi. During transformation 
of  B2 to B19‟, it is well known that untransformed regions of B2 undergo plastic flow 
which results in irreversibility. A better understanding of the plastic flow behavior of the 
B2 domains will shed light to the origin of these irreversibility and hysteresis of the 
transformation.   
 In summary, the NiTi B2 twin growth mechanism of B2 NiTi has been addressed 
at different hydrostatic stresses utilizing first principal calculations. The energy landscape 
reveals a clear coupling of shear and shuffle mechanism with barriers in the range 70 to 
94 mJ/m
2
. We note that tensile hydrostatic pressure lowers the energy barrier of the 
(211) twin.  
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Chapter 5  
 
Energetics of coupled shear and shuffle based 
(114) twinning in B2 NiTi 
 
 
 
 
5.1 Preview 
The (114) twin growth in the austenitic regime in NiTi (B2 lattice) is characterized 
precisely at the atomistic scale. This twinning mode is consistent with experimental 
observations but has not been well understood despite its importance. Combined shears, 
shuffles and interface shifts are operative in a complicated way to generate the (114) twin. 
Pure shear on the (114) plane results in a „pseudo-twin‟, and interchange shuffles are 
necessary to convert it to a „reflective‟ twin and render a lower energy state. Additional 
atomic shifts at the twin-matrix interfaces result in „sharp‟ boundaries, further lowering 
the energy barriers. We established the energy barrier as 148 mJ/m
2
 during 
(114)[221] twin advance four layers at a time. The entire Potential Energy Surface (PES) 
and the Mean Energy Path (MEP) during twinning is an outcome of our simulations, 
providing the needed insight to the atomistic processes.  
 
5.2 Introduction 
5.2.1 The NiTi Background 
 Fundamental discoveries of the underlying mechanisms responsible for the 
unusual behavior of novel materials open new opportunities in material science and 
engineering. The exceptional physical and mechanical properties of NiTi are widely 
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known [1]. Under thermo-elastic transformation, the NiTi reverts from the austenitic (B2) 
phase to the monoclinic (B19‟) phase. Above Af temperature, stress induced martensite 
formation occurs until Md temperature. Above Md, the transformation can no longer be 
stress-induced. Plastic deformation above Md has been of considerable interest to 
researchers in shape memory. Plastic deformation can be manifested via slip or twinning 
depending on the crystal orientations.  Under ausforming, which refers to shaping in the 
austenitic regime, the NiTi alloys are deformed at temperatures above the Md temperature 
where they exhibit considerable plasticity and ductility (exceeding 25%). This high 
ductility behavior is unusual because the B2 intermetallic alloys are expected to exhibit 
limited ductility[2]. In the B2 phase of NiTi, slip occurs in {011}<100> ,which permits 
glide only in three systems. Given that at least five active systems are needed to 
accommodate arbitrary deformations, the ductility in this simple cubic intermetallic 
compound is attributed to the additional twin systems. As stated above, B2 NiTi 
undergoes mechanical twinning during processing operations or during B2 to B19‟ 
transformation[3].   
 Previous work on twinning in NiTi B2 phase has attracted considerable attention. 
Mainly, three groups have focused their efforts on the behavior of B2 NiTi. Sinclair and 
his students (Moberly and Goo) at Stanford University made important contributions. 
Moberly[4-6] and Goo[7] provided extensive discussion of the (114) twinning in their 
work. Chumlyakov and colleagues[8, 9] in Russia have also reported observation of (114)  
twins and Nishida and colleagues [10, 11] in Japan provided further evidence.  All three 
groups have focused on experiments and confirmation of the (114) twin system via TEM 
investigations. While the experimental studies provide the end state (of twinned domains), 
we provide the needed insight into the evolution of displacements and boundary shifts to 
reveal energy barriers for a better comprehension. 
 In the austenitic phase of NiTi, twinning is frequently observed in 
(114)[221]system, generating mirror symmetry along the boundary.  These observations 
are made with ex situ electron diffraction pattern matching; hence, the precise motion of 
atoms during twinning is challenging to determine experimentally. Twins are developed 
over femtoseconds and growth of layers occurs in nanometer scale with complex paths 
precluding precise in situ interrogation.  Furthermore, (114)[221] is not a regular glide 
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plane for B2 NiTi and no twinning partial is observed experimentally in this system. In 
the absence of an intrinsic fault as a precursor, the twinning partials are not viewed under 
ex-situ conditions. For example, in fcc alloys, the intrinsic faults are readily observed 
because they are in a metastable position.  The absence of twinning partials poses a basic 
difference of the twinning process in B2 NiTi, from that of a face centered cubic (fcc) or 
body centered cubic (bcc) metals.  In this article, we focus on the details of atomic 
arrangements of twin growth in (114)[221] system in B2 NiTi, which has been elusive, 
and provide its complete energetic description.  
 Deformation twin planes are known as (112) and (114), and pseudotwinning has 
also been suggested [5-7, 9, 11]. Pseudotwinning, originally proposed by Cahn [14], 
results in an orthorhombic structure, hence the term „pseudo-„ was coined. Krishnan [15] 
pointed that, upon close scrutiny of the diffraction patterns of a reported pseudotwin, in 
B2 NiTi the TEM results correspond to  the (114) type twin. More recently Nishida [11] 
identified (114) and (112) twin planes as the most important ones, and at the same time 
showed the formation of other twin types as well, particularly resembling a „self-
accommodation‟ morphology.  Recently, energy barrier and atomic arrangement 
calculations have been reported for the (112) type of twin[16]. However, the exact 
mechanism for the (114) twin formation, and its barrier are yet to be established and is 
the focus of this paper. The (114) twinning is a significant twinning mechanism in B2 
NiTi that can occur at lower stresses compared to (112) case as we show. Because of its 
complexity, we provide a detailed background of (114) twinning first.   
 
5.2.2 Combined Shear and Shuffle in (114)Twin Formation 
 
 Twins in (114) planes are classified as a 9  boundary with Coincident Site 
Lattice (CSL) notation. The CSL value is calculated by taking the ratio of total number of 
atoms at the interface to those atoms that are in coincidental sites from each lattice. Also, 
the atomic movement in the (114) twin formation is complicated because of the local 
arrangements of the atoms. Goo [7] considered both shear and shuffle for (114) twin 
formation. In his hypothesis, (114) twinning mode involved atoms shearing a magnitude 
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1/ 2s    in the [221]  direction, followed by half the atoms of (110) plane shuffling 
/ 2a  in the [001] direction (all shuffle atoms displaced in the same direction).  Moberly 
[4] proposed an alternative mechanism where atoms sheared in the opposite [221]  
direction, followed by a shuffling in [111] and [111]  direction. However, Moberly‟s 
proposed mechanism requires a shear of 2 , a high shear magnitude, which has been 
suggested for other systems[17, 18].  In addition, both Goo and Moberly‟s type of model 
requires net displacement of atoms away from the interface, giving effectively rows of 
vacancies on the twin side of the interface; hence requiring an increase of the volume. 
This is not apparent from TEM observations and violates the view of twinning as a non-
dilatational deformation mechanism. Further discussions on this will be provided later. 
 For ordered alloys, Christian and Laughlin [19, 20] proposed a shuffling 
mechanism where atoms rearrange locally after every four layers of shear; hence, 
lowering the global energy of the system. This mechanism is also discussed in the review 
by Mahajan and Christian[20]. In the (114)  twinning, four layers of atoms are sheared 
simultaneously since the interplanar distance in (114) plane is rather low (0.226a). We 
analyze shearing of four layers of atoms simultaneously with a coupled shuffle of atoms 
of (110) planes in the [001] direction oblique to the shear direction.  In this article, we 
elaborate how this coupled shear and shuffle mechanism for (114) twin formation can 
occur and determine the twinning barrier magnitude.  
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Figure 5.1  Schematic of a (114) twin growth mechanism for an existing 4 layer twin (a). 
(b) A shearing magnitude of 1/ 2  moves half the atoms in the preferred location, 
however, a mirror reflection is not generated along the twin boundary. (c) Shuffles in the 
desired direction create mirror symmetry along the twin boundary. (d) Boundary shift at 
the upper and lower interfaces decreases the barrier further.    
 
 A schematic of this twin growth from four layers to eight layers is shown in 
Figure 5.1. From an existing 4 layer twin (shown in figure 5.1 (a)), a shear magnitude of 
1/ 2  moves half the atoms to their preferred position for the twin. However, this shear 
generates a pseudo structure as shown in Figure 5.1(b) with the shaded green region. A 
pseudo twin is energetically unstable and undergoes local rearrangement of atoms via 
shuffle mechanism. Shuffling of atoms with shear completes the growth mechanism and 
extends the twin to an eight layer (shown in Figure 5.1(c)). The twin structure, however, 
is not stable at the interface and the interaction of atomic rows parallel to the (114) plane 
lead to an additional horizontal shift of the upper and the lower boundary (shown in 
Figure 5.1 (d)). This configuration is called the „sharp boundary‟. Here, we note that, a 
twin with sharp boundary retains the mirror symmetry along the compositional plane; 
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only the atoms at the boundary shift to lower the interfacial energy configuration. For the 
(114)[221] twinning system, this shift is found to be /18[221]a  and /18[221]a  for 
upper and lower boundaries respectively.  Shear and shuffle parameters for (114)[221]  
systems are noted in Table 5.1. Precise calculations are needed to illustrate the exact 
coupling of shear and shuffle during twin growth. In the present article, we determine this 
coupling.  
Table 5.1  Shear and shuffle  parameters for twin growth in  (114)[221]  system. Shear   
and shuffle   magnitude are normalized with maximum shear displacement 2 / 9[221]a  
and shuffle displacement a/2 respectively. 
Twin  
shear 
system 
Shear  
Magnitude 
Shuffle 
plane 
Shuffle  
Magnitude 
Transition state  Boundary shift  
(114)[221]
 
1/ 2  
(110) / 2 001a  
 
Normalized shear, 
 =0.82† 
Normalized 
shuffle,  =0.22‡ 
/18 221a    
 
  † 
Normalized with respect to shear displacement 2 / 9[221]a  
  ‡
Normalization with respect to a/2 
 
 The shuffle direction coupled with a 1 2  magnitude shear is a point of 
discussion since three alternatives are possible[19, 20]. The first alternative is proposed 
by Goo [7], where Ni and Ti atoms shuffle in unidirectional [001] to reach the final stable 
configuration (shown in Figure 5.2(a)). However, unidirectional shuffle does not satisfy 
the local equilibrium and induce a moment field during the shuffle. Also, as noted earlier, 
the mechanism requires a void and interstitial at the interfaces that cause an increase in 
volume. We calculated the energy barrier for Goo‟s case as 1210 mJ/m2, a very high 
value which precludes its occurrence. Christian and Laughlin [19, 20] proposed two 
mechanisms with bi-directional shuffle that avoid the generation of this moment field. 
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The first bi-directional shuffle is long range (Figure 5.2(b)) ,which, nevertheless, requires 
inclusion of void and interstitial at the twin interface similar to Goo‟s case and increases  
 
 
Figure 5.2 Schematic of alternative shuffle modes in {114} twinning of B2 NiTi (a) 
Unidirectional shuffle of Ni and Ti in [001] direction during twin growth in one direction 
(b) long range bi-directional shuffle between the Ni and Ti atom maintaining the 
equilibrium moment between the atoms (c) Short range bi-directional local shuffle of 
atoms maintaining the equilibrium ( after Christian and Laughlin [19, 20]. 
 
the twin volume. The second bi-directional shuffle is short range and requires a local 
interchange between the Ni and Ti atoms followed by shear( Figure 5.2(c)). Since this 
mechanism does not require any increase of twin volume, we investigate the energetics of 
this shuffling mechanism coupled with shear.    
 The atomic arrangement of the proposed growth mechanism is illustrated in 
Figure 5.3.  Here, we note that, only a partial simulation box is shown depicting the 
twinned structure. As noted above, a shear of magnitude 1/ 2   moves half of the atoms 
to a preferred position and generates a pseudo structure. This pseudo structure has an in 
plane Ti-Ti or Ni-Ni bonding instead of out of plane Ni-Ti bonding in [001] direction. 
This is shown with the black curly parenthesis and the red dotted line in figure 5.3 (b). 
Similar atoms at a close proximity require high bonding energy which induces the shuffle 
between Ni and Ti atoms.  A shuffle reduces the global energy of the system and 
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generates a B2 structure within the twin.  In addition, a mirror reflection is generated 
along the (114) plane, hence, extend the twin to 8 layers.  
 
Figure 5.3 (a) Atomic projection of a 4 layer twin in NiTi B2 from [110]  direction. (b) a 
shear   of magnitude 1/ 2   creates a pseudo twin structure. (c) Internal arrangement 
between Ni and Ti atoms in [001]  and [001]  direction in successive rows of shuffle 
plane extend the twin to 8 layer. 
 As noted earlier, in (114)[221]  system, a complete one sequence of shear and 
shuffle generates a twin of 4 layers.  An energetic measurement during this coupled shear 
shuffle sequence will provide the needed insight to the atomistic processes controlling the 
twinning and will serve as the foundation for a better understanding which is the 
objective of this article. 
5.3 Methods 
 First-principle calculations are utilized to establish the GSFE, potential-energy 
surface (PES), the minimum energy path (MEP) and the transition state (TS) associated 
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with the twin growth, which are defined later in the paper. Energy cost of a possible 
dislocation motion in (114)[221]  systems is investigated in terms of GSFE. For the 
(114)[221] system, the fault energy is measured by shearing one elastic half space of a 
(114)  plane relative to another in the [221]  shear direction. During GSFE calculation, a 
complete landscape of fault energy is investigated, which requires a displacement of an 
interplanar distance in the respective shear direction. Therefore, the total displacement 
magnitudes in [221]  directions is calculated to be [221] 3a a .  The GSFE for 
(114)[221]  system is plotted against the displacement in each layer, ux, which is 
normalized by its required displacement, [221]a . 
 
Figure 5.4 Structural relaxation of an eight reflective layer twin generates a stable sharp 
boundary. With sharp boundary, Ni and Ti atoms at the upper and lower boundaries have 
an additional shuffle of magnitude /18[221]a  and /18[221]a  respectively.  
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 The structural energy cost, ( , )E    , for twin growth with coupled shear and 
shuffle, during (114)  twin growth process can be represented by a planar energy surface 
(PES). Here, E, ,  represents the potential energy field, normalized shear and shuffle 
respectively. Shear parameter, , is normalized by the shear displacement 2 [221]
9
a and 
shuffle,   by average near neighbor distance, a/2.  We note that, ( , )E   refers to 
energy differential between the 4
th
 layer and the 8
th
 layer twin structure. We calculate the 
energetics of a twin growth from 4 to 8 layers which rules out the possibility of 
mechanical coupling of the twin boundary. A mechanical coupling arises from the 
interaction energy of upper and lower twin boundaries, necessitating 4
th
 and higher layers 
for consideration of twin growth behavior [21] 
 In most body centered cubic structures, a perfect reflective twin boundary is not 
energetically stable and upon relaxation a sharp boundary is observed as a translational 
state [22-24]. Sharp boundaries at the upper and lower interfaces lower the energy 
configuration that results into a local displacement of atoms of magnitude /18[221]a  
and /18[221]a  respectively (shown in Figure 5.4). For clarity of the elaboration of the 
shear and shuffle mechanism, in Figure 5.3, we show the reflective boundaries prior to 
relaxation. We used spin-polarized, ab initio calculation to properly determine the 
undeformed and deformed energy states of NiTi austenite during {114}-twin growth. The 
ab-initio calculations are conducted via Density functional theory based Vienna ab-initio 
Simulation Package (VASP) [25] and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [26] 
is implemented on a projection-augmented wave (PAW). Monkhorst-Pack 9 x 9 x 9 k-
point meshes are used for Brillouin zone integration. The structural parameter of NiTi in 
B2 phase is calculated first and found to be 3.008 A  with a stable energy of -6.95 eV. 
The procedure of shearing has been described in early work[27].  
 To obtain the PES within reasonable computational time, we divide the shear and 
shuffle based computational domain primarily into 8 x 8 nodes. Additional nodes are 
added near the energetically significant positions such as the local minima and the saddle 
point. A symmetry-adapted “free energy” polynomial is fitted to our  DE(h,e) data. For 
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this fault energy functional     ( , ) ( , )F E , we choose a fourth order cosine-sine 
polynomial [28] which can appropriately represent the shear shuffle coupling, i.e. 
         
4 4
0 0
, 0 , 0
( , ) 1  ... ... ...(6.1)
m n m n
m n m n
mn m n mn
m n m n
F a X X b X X       
   
 
                   
where,    ( ) 1 cos( )X x x  ,    ( ) sin( )Y x x and  represents Kronecker‟s delta 
(  ij is 1(0) if i  is (not) equal to j ). An additional constraint of  0,1| / | 0xdF dx  is 
imposed to ensure local minima at (0,0) and (1,1) positions in the PES.  
 The transition path between local minima at 4
th
 layer and 8
th
 layer is obtained from the 
energy surface (PES) with minimum energy paths (MEP). In addition to the lowest 
energy path, MEP allows us to identify the saddle point energy (TS) which acts as the 
peak barrier during twin growth process. In this study, the MEP is calculated based on 
well-established modified string method [29].  
 
5.4 GPFE and GSFE in (114) plane 
 The predicted energy barrier contour during 4th to 8th layer twin formation at 
zero hydrostatic stress is plotted in Figure 5.5(a). An increase in fault energy, without any 
metastable position, occurs upon pure shear path (  0 1), and results in an unstable 
pseudo structure with an energy maxima of 227 mJ/m
2
. However, as we note earlier, an 
additional / 2a  shuffle of Ni and Ti in  [001]  and [001]  in (110) plane produces a 
reflective twin. In PES, the stable 8th layer mirror twin is manifested with a local minima 
at (1,1)F
(1,1)F
 with an energy such that ( , ) 0E    . We note that, a mirror twinning 
symmetry cannot be obtained with a pure shuffle path (  0 1). The PES plot also 
exhibits an extended barrier at (0.5,0.5)F .  At this position, the near neighbor distance of 
Ni and Ti atoms becomes considerably low (0.1667a). The neighbor distance between 
atoms is an important parameter to establish the difficulty of atomic shuffling.  
 Three energetically significant points, local minima at 4 and 8-layer twin and the 
TS, are pointed with dots in Figure 5.5(a). The position of TS at  (0.82,0.22)F provides 
two significant conclusions- (i) the shear-shuffle mechanism is not sequential (ii) 
Shuffling is not a relaxation process and occurs under the application of load. In addition, 
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MEP provides the exact combination of shear and shuffle magnitude during twin growth 
process. From Figure 5.5(a), it is clear that the path is predominantly shear at the  
 
 
  
Figure 5.5 (a) Austenitic NiTi PES contour, MEP and TS during twin growth in 
(114)[221]  system. For visualization purposes, the peak point at (0.5,0.5)F  has been 
truncated  (b) Fault energy variation is shown along the MEP(c) GSFE curve 
corresponding to slip in (114)[221] system. Note that, scales in 5(b) and 5(c) differ. 
 
beginning of growth (up to 0.25  ). The shuffle mechanism starts at a shear 
of 0.25   and nearly 1/10th of atomic shuffling ( 0.10  )  has occurred corresponding 
to 0.25  . A constant shear is operative again up to 0.70   and a strongly coupled 
(c) 
(b) 
(a) 
GPFE-MEP GSFE 
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shear and shuffle is effective after that until the completion of shear. The transition state 
is observed at this stage and the maximum peak value of 148 mJ/m
2
 corresponds to the 
fault energy at TS.   This magnitude is significantly low even compared with fcc metals 
that goes through deformation twinning[30]. Nearly 60% of the shuffle ( 0.9012A  out of 
1.502A ) is found to be after the complete shear and generates a B2 structure within the 
twin. Without the shuffle, the barrier would be much higher and will not create a perfect 
mirror. Also, as we noted earlier, an additional sharp boundary is added with the 
relaxation of atoms at the interface.  This additional relaxation lowers the energy barrier 
at TS comparing to a completely reflective boundary at the interface. We calculated the 
barrier with a reflective boundary at the interface and found it to be 610 mJ/m
2
.  In 
comparison with 148 mJ/m
2
 this is a significantly large value. A summary of energy 
barriers are given in tabular form in Table 5.2.  
 
Table 5.2 Summary of energy barriers (TS) during twin and slip.  
 
(114)[221] 
Coupled shear-
unidirectional 
shuffle (mJ/m
2
) 
(114)[221] 
Coupled shear- 
bidirectional shuffle 
with perfect reflective 
boundary (mJ/m
2
) 
(114)[221] 
coupled shear-bi 
directional shuffle 
with sharp boundary 
(mJ/m
2
) 
(114)[221]  
Slip 
No reflection 
(mJ/m
2
) 
1210 610 148 2520 
  
 The fault energy during twin growth is plotted along the normalized reaction 
coordinate of MEP in Figure 5.5(b). The pattern of the fault energy curve exhibits a near 
sinusoidal pattern during twin growth from 4 to 8 layers. An asymmetry between the two 
sides of TS at the middle in this curve points to the complexity of coupled shear shuffle 
behavior.  For additional twin growth (8 layers and upwards), this sinusoidal pattern is 
repeated with similar couple shear and shuffle mechanism. However, during twin 
nucleation (from perfect B2 to 4 layer of twin), MEP  might be different due to the  
additional elastic energy field generated from the mechanical coupling of  upper and 
lower twin boundary. In metals and alloys, the effect of mechanical coupling becomes 
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insignificant once the  twins grows more than four layer thick and the sinusoidal fault 
energy pattern is repeated periodically[21, 30-32]. The peak energy at TS is termed as 
twin migration energy ( TM )  since this energy is calculated relative to stable energies of 
4
th
 or 8
th
 layer twin.  
 
 
Table 5.3 Deformation twinning elements in the B2 NiTi (the shear strain is 0.707 in 
both cases). The critical stress for twin migration is given. 
 
Twinning 
system 
 
Twin 
Migration 
Energy 
( TM ) 
mJ/m
2
 
Atomic 
Displacement 
( b ) 
A  
Theoretical 
Twin migration 
stress 
(
/m TM b  ) 
GPa 
Theoretical Slip stress 
max
( )SLIP ideal
xu




 
GPa 
(114) [221]  
148 2.002 2.32 6.29 
(211) [111]  
79
a 
0.867 2.86 --- 
 a
 Reference   [21] 
 
 The critical shear stress (ideal case) for twinning migration can be calculated [33]  
as  /  TMideal TM twinb  where  4/8TM TS layer    . More sophisticated versions have 
been proposed incorporating the  elastic energies associated with the twin nucleus [30]; 
this relationship provides a reasonable approximation for ideal twin migration stress. The 
results utilizing these formulas are provided in Table 5.3  for the two observed twinning 
modes in NiTi. In (114)[221]  and (211)[111]  systems, the shear moduli  are similar, 
and are of the  order of 40 GPa using elastic constants from theory [34] and 34 GPa from 
experiments[35].   We note that the twin growth stress in  (114) plane is lower than the 
(211)even though (211)system has a lower energy barrier.  
 The proposed (114) twin growth mechanism differs from Goo‟s proposal of a 
layer by layer shear with a sequential shuffle. A single layer glide generates a pseudo-
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structure with an extremely high energy barrier. As noted earlier, energy barrier for 
Goo‟s unidirectional layer by layer case is of 1210 mJ/m2 compared to present study of 
148 mJ/m
2
 and  inhibit as a possible mechanism. 
 The slip barrier in a system is characterized by the GSFE curve and points out the 
maximum energy the atoms have to overcome during its glide in certain plane and 
direction. Additionally, GSFE provides vital information about the magnitude of Burgers 
vector of a possible dislocation in that particular system with a metastable position. The 
GSFE of (114)[221]  system is calculated by shearing one elastic halfspace of (114)  
plane relative to the other in [221]  and plotted in Figure 5.5(c). The GSFE for this 
system exhibits two significant features regarding a possible dislocation glide - i)  The 
unstable fault energy is  to be 2681 mJ/m
2
 , ii)  there is no meta-stable position in the 
complete landscape. As noted above, a metastable position points out the possibility of a 
dislocation splitting into twinning partials. Specifically, in order for  twins to form with 
partials in a step by step process as shown Case 1 in Table 1.1, partials of magnitude 
/18[221]b a   need to glide on the (114)  plane. Nevertheless, no energy well is 
observed once the elastic half space is sheared by a magnitude of /18[221]b a . 
Theoretical slip nucleation can be estimated from the slope of the GSFE curve as follows, 
max
( ) /  SLIP ideal xu .   This value is calculated and found to be 6.29  GPa. This stress 
is excessively high for glide. The absence of dislocation partial signifies that any twin 
formation or growth in the (114)[221] system will be in conjunction with a shear and 
shuffle, noted earlier as Case 2 in Table 1.1. 
 
 
5.5 Final Remarks 
 The results point to the significance of shuffle in conjunction with shear leading 
to the formation of (114) twinning in NITi. . As discussed earlier, the (114) twinning 
vector is initially dominated by shear.  However, without a shuffle, the „shear-only‟ 
mechanism generates a „pseudo‟ structure with a high energy magnitude. Shuffle of 
atoms produce the reflective twins, leading to a much lower energy position (see Table 
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5.3 for comparisons). Even though the coupling of shear and shuffle is complex, 
energetically the atoms have to overcome a nearly sinusoidal barrier (shown by the MEP 
in Figure 6.5(b)), similar but not identical in shape to the fcc or bcc twin growth pattern 
[21, 30]. The results are in agreement with the model formulated by Christian and 
Laughlin [19, 20] and reviewed by Mahajan et. al. [19, 20]. Our slip barrier calculation 
with GSFE also point out the fact that no twinning partial is possible for (114)[221]  
twinning. 
 
 We also note that, our simulation results indicate a sharp boundary structure for 
stable 4 or 8 layer (114)[221]  with additional displacement at the interface. This 
important modification is not widely known but necessary to converge to the correct 
results.  While translational boundary states are common for 3  (112) twin boundary in 
bcc metals[22-24], we show that similar states are also present in 9  (114) boundary in 
NiTi.  Relaxation of the atoms near 9  (114) boundary in B2 NiTi allows „local‟ 
shifting at the interface. The shifting of the atoms at the boundary contributes 
significantly to the energy barrier of the twin growth process and, hence, needs to be 
accounted for. 
 In addition, we emphasize that the calculations undertaken consider zero 
hydrostatic pressure. In the presence of an elastic field of the surrounding microstructure, 
non-zero hydrostatic pressure effects can alter the results. This can be readily checked for 
a different twinning case as evidenced in (112) twins in B2 NiTi[16]. 
 Slip deformation can occur in the B2 phase to accommodate the transformations 
strains or during deformation above the Md temperature such as in ausforming process. In 
the studies of Chumlyakov et al. [8, 9],  and Tyumentsev‟s [36], the NiTi is deformed at 
higher temperatures where slip and twinning occurs. The slip systems were identified as 
<010>{110} and <010>{100} consistent with Moberly et al.‟s results [6]. More recently 
Eggeler [37] and Norfleet et al. [3]  provided precise details of transformation induced 
plasticity confirming early findings[8]. The selection of slip or twinning as a deformation 
mechanism depends on the stress state in the crystal.  Loading orientations near [001] in 
compression have been observed to preclude slip deformation and result in twinning.  
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Deformation by slip is assisted by dislocation glide and is rather simple to comprehend. 
As discussed earlier, twinning mechanism in B2 is much more complicated than pure 
shear deformation. A better understanding of the plastic flow behavior of the B2 domains 
is essential. Our calculations show that for the case of B2 twinning, the twinning stresses 
are of the order of 2-3 GPa. Our experiments in compression show stresses exceeding 2 
GPa [38] in general agreement with theory.     
 In summary, we have made advances towards a quantitative understanding of the 
deformation twinning in NiTi austenite. The (114) twin growth mechanism in B2 NiTi 
has been addressed utilizing first principal calculations. The energy landscape reveals a 
clear coupling of shear and shuffle mechanism with barriers in the range of 148 mJ/m
2
. 
The results explain why (114)[221]  twin systems have been observed in experiments. 
The closest competitor to (114) twinning is (112) twinning, and we show why it is not 
surprising to see both in view of their close twin stress magnitudes.   Overall, we provide 
an improved understanding of shape memory alloys by categorization of their twinning 
behavior (particularly two cases where first is aided by partial dislocations and the second 
does not involve partial dislocations). 
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Chapter 6 
 
Energy barriers associated with slip-twin 
interaction  
 
[The material in this chapter is published as Tawhid Ezaz et al., Philosophical Magazine, 
vol. 91, issue 10, 2011]. 
 
6.1 Preview 
The energetics of slip-coherent twin boundary (CTB) interactions are established under 
tensile deformation in face centered cubic (fcc) copper with molecular dynamics 
simulations, exploring the entire stereographic triangle. The CTBs serve as effective 
barriers in some crystal orientations, more than others, consistent with experimental 
observations. The resulting dislocation structures upon slip-twin reactions are identified 
in terms of Burgers vector analysis. Visualization of the dislocation transmission; lock 
formation; dislocation incorporation to twin boundaries; dislocation multiplication at the 
matrix-twin interface; and twin translation, growth, and contraction behaviors cover the 
most significant reactions that can physically occur providing a deeper understanding of 
the mechanical behavior of fcc alloys in the presence of twin boundaries. The results 
make a distinction between deformation and annealing twins interacting with incident 
dislocations and point to the considerable role both types of twins can play in 
strengthening of fcc metals.      
 
6.2 Introduction 
Since the early observations of twinning in face centered cubic (fcc) materials [1], there 
have been numerous research studies on characterizing slip-coherent twin boundary 
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interactions.  These interactions have a profound influence on the mechanical behavior of 
fcc metals and alloys [2-5] with high strain hardening coefficients and strong 
crystallographic orientation dependence [2-4, 6-8]. The issue of slip-coherent twin 
boundary (CTB) reactions is complex, because, depending on the loading axis with 
respect to the slip system, dislocations with different partial separation distances [9] and 
screw versus edge components are activated. In these reactions, the incident leading 
dislocation is of  112 111  type; the outgoing dislocation can take various planes and 
directions with residual dislocations forming based on the reactions at the CTB. The 
trailing partial can facilitate dislocation multiplication at the CTB upon interaction with 
the residual dislocations. The planar fault energies are modified depending on the internal 
stress fields, for example due to stair rod and Frank partial dislocations, and in some 
cases the CTB acts as a source for dislocation multiplication.  Our aim is to quantify the 
energetics of dislocation glide in the presence of slip-twin interactions revealing the 
crystallographic loading orientation dependence.    
 
Figure 6.1 The double Thompson‟s tetrahedron for the twin-matrix orientation 
relationship. The (111) or   is the coherent twin plane. The twinned directions and 
planes are expressed with a subscript T. Here,  211 111B     ,     211 111D  , 
   211 111T T TD   .  
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The reactions involving partial dislocations can be best understood with the double 
Thompson tetrahedron. A double tetrahedron representation of the twin-matrix system 
configuration is shown in Figure 6.1 [10].  In this representation,  or (111)  is the twin 
plane, , ,    and , ,T T T    represent the glide planes for partial dislocations in the 
matrix and twin, respectively.  For instance,   represents the  111  plane in the matrix 
and T  characterizes the  111 T  glide plane in the twin.  It is noted that the coherent 
twin boundaries (deformation and annealing types) are a special type of grain boundary 
classified with a high degree of coincidence,   3 ; where  denotes the ratio of the 
volume of coincidence site lattice to the regular lattice.  
The interaction of incident dislocations with CTB can result in incorporation [11-15] on 
the  plane, transmission following incorporation [16-20] on the , ,T T T    planes, or 
glide plane transmission [17, 21-24] on the , ,T T T    planes. Short range transmission 
on cube planes can occur when the other slip systems are not available [25-28]. In 
addition, the incident dislocation-CTB reactions can also trigger dislocation 
multiplication [10, 13, 18, 19, 29] on 
 
 ,
T
 planes and twin translation [30, 31] on the 
 plane; these represent two mechanisms that are not well studied. The culmination of 
these cases underscores the complexity of dislocation-CTB interactions that need to be 
considered on a case-by-case basis. The Burgers vector reactions for these mechanisms 
can be devised based on the Thompson tetrahedra. However, the energy barriers 
associated with glide are influenced by the reaction, specifically stair rod dislocation of 
sessile configurations, locks, and Frank dislocations at the twin boundaries analogous to 
those that form inside the grains, which require further calculation as we consider in this 
work.   
During the incorporation process (Figure 6.2(a), Case(i)), the leading partial on any of the 
, ,    planes (shown with brown arrow, the coloring is consistent with the arrows in 
Thompson double tetrahedra shown later for each case) impinges at the CTB ( ). Then, 
a twinning partial nucleates and glides along the CTB (shown with orange arrow). 
Therefore, the incident dislocation is incorporated in the twin by transverse (or lateral) 
growth as illustrated in Figure 6.2(a).  In general, the dislocation-twin boundary reactions 
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can result in both twin shrinkage [12] or twin growth depending on the direction of the 
twinning partial in the twin plane [19]. The following additional interactions can develop 
at the CTB: Case(ii)  111  glide plane (glide plane transmission, , ,T T T   , Figure 
6.2(b)); this is the case of transmission (shown with blue arrow) following dislocation 
incorporation, Case(iii) short-range  100  cube transmission (shown with green arrow), 
and  111  glide (Figures 6.2(c) and 2.2(d) respectively). Glide transmission follows upon 
reaction of trailing partial with a residual dislocation in Case (iii) [12,13,19], with 
elevated energy barriers for glide transmission (Figure 6.2(d)) as we will see later. In 
addition to the aforementioned reactions, CTB translations can occur (Case (iv), Figure 
6.2(e)), which move the upper and lower twin/matrix interfaces in the transverse direction 
[30-35]. An important ramification of the incorporation and transmission processes is that 
several dislocation multiplication (nucleation) events can occur at the interaction site [10, 
13, 18, 19, 29] (Case (v)-Figure 6.2(f)).  By dislocation multiplication (Case (v)), we 
mean reemission into the matrix (double brown arrow indicates incident and reemitted) 
and new dislocation generation in the twin. This multiplication process (illustrated in 
Figure 6.2(f)) is governed by the type of the incident dislocation [36] and the magnitude 
of the Schmid factor [21]. Nucleation of a perfect dislocation in the twin and a partial in 
the matrix occurs, meanwhile a twinning partial is incorporated in the CTB [19] in this 
case. 
A noteworthy outcome of slip-twin interaction is that a mixed or perfect edge dislocation 
leaves a residual dislocation at the CTB. The residual dislocation significantly elevates 
the local stresses and energy barrier for dislocation nucleation at the CTB. However, a 
perfect screw dislocation can be incorporated within the twin boundary or transmitted via 
a cross-slip process without any residual dislocation at the CTB [37-39]. The only energy 
barrier that a screw dislocation needs to overcome is the elastic mismatch and distortion 
of the deformation field [40]. Hence, screw dislocation-CTB reaction contribution is 
expected to be small compared to the cases studied here. 
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Figure 6.2.  Schematic of Most Significant Dislocation –Twin Interactions , Case (i) is 
depicted in (a),Case (ii) in (b), Case (iii) in (c) and (d), Case (iv) in (e), and Case (v) in (f). 
Coloring of the arrows is consistent with the Double Thompson tetrahedra.  
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The types of twins seen under the microscope prior to external loading are termed 
annealing or growth twins [41]. A distinction is noteworthy among the deformation twins 
and the annealing/growth (non-deformation) twins in fcc metals.  The deformation twins 
are formed under the prevailing stress state (loading direction) in the material.  The non-
deformation twins are also on the  111  planes, but would not necessarily be favorable 
for further growth under the given loading orientation. To achieve a complete 
understanding of twin-slip encounters, one needs to study the pre-existing non-
deformation twin cases as well. Recent works on nanocrystals [27, 28] point to additional 
strengthening in the [111] loading orientation due to the presence of nanoscale non-
deformation twins. We show this as a special case and explore its energy barrier. The 
primary contribution of this work is to develop a unique methodology for tracking short-
range planar fault energies in the vicinity of CTBs. 
Dislocation-CTB interactions involve complex dislocation reactions with the underlying 
physics at the atomic length scale, so continuum dislocation theory has limitations in 
descriptions at this level.  Experimental techniques cannot easily provide dynamic 
evolution information and also cannot reveal unstable states (such as the unstable 
stacking fault energies). We devise a special method for tracking the energy of atoms 
during the deformation, and the results reproduce the baseline generalized stacking fault 
energy (GSFE) curves as a limiting case under „static‟ conditions. We provide brief 
overview of GSFE and generalized planar fault energy (GPFE) in the Methods section.  
In summary, it is evident through previous knowledge that the loading orientation, type 
of incident dislocation (screw and edge components), and the Schmid factor at the CTB 
influence the dislocation-CTB interaction. Despite numerous investigations on twin-slip 
interactions, we cannot, a priori, predict the outcome of the reaction. The present study is 
aimed at identifying the dislocation-CTB interactions through a systematic investigation 
with the help of a Burgers circuit analysis, detailed identification of slip/twin 
planes/directions, and the energetics of the dislocation glide thereby identifying the 
energy barriers corresponding to dislocation motion as a function of the underlying screw 
and edge components of the incident dislocation. A unifying treatment of the most 
significant CTB-slip interaction scenarios is needed to assist with modeling efforts and to 
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put the observations into a generalized framework; this paper will focus on addressing 
this need. 
 
6.3 Description of GSFE and GPFE 
The GSFE is the interplanar potential energy required to slide one elastic half space of 
the crystal relative to the other along the  111  glide plane in the 112  slip direction 
[42]. The schematic GSFE and GPFE curves are illustrated in Figure 6.3(a). The first 
peak in this energy curve is termed the unstable stacking fault energy (
 

US
) associated 
with the leading partial. The stable configuration is known as the intrinsic stacking fault 
energy ( isf ) corresponding to the normalized displacement (reaction coordinate) 
equalling one. The GPFE portrays the twin fault energy by extending the energy barrier 
from the intrinsic stacking fault to a finite number of twin layers. Thus, a GPFE 
calculation requires shearing of consecutive  111  elastic planes along the 112  
direction relative to the pre-existing stacking fault or twin. A GPFE curve is characterized 
(in addition to the 
 

US
, isf  mentioned above) by the magnitudes of unstable twin 
energies (
 

UT
), and stable twin energies (
 
2
tsf
). 
 The solid line in Figure 6.3(a) represents the planar fault energy curve under a 
stress field. In this study, the short-range planar fault energy near the CTB is determined 
dynamically alongside the conventional molecular statics method. In the case of 
dislocation multiplication at the CTB, the dislocation experiences a higher 
 

USunrelax
 
compared to the baseline 
 

US
 peak. For the case of incorporation of the incoming 
dislocation at the CTB, the curve peaks at 
 

UT unrelax
 compared to the baseline UT  peak. 
The unrelaxed energies approach the relaxed curves as one moves away from the local 
stress field created by sessile dislocations at the CTB. We note that the GSFE curve for 
the trailing partial 
 

US
 is the same as the leading in a perfect lattice, while the 
 

USunrelax
 
associated with the trailing may differ due to the presence of the reactions and residual 
dislocations at the CTB.  
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Figure 6.3  (a) A schematic of the generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) and 
generalized planar fault energy (GPFE) curves illustrating the position of the barriers and 
energy wells the atoms glide through during its motion. Also, schematic of the unrelaxed 
GSFE exhibits the possible stress contribution in the curve. (b ) Atomic structure of a 
matrix-twin-matrix configuration viewed from the [011]  direction. The line indicates the 
direction of a Shockley partial in the {111} glide plane. (c) A Burgers circuit UVWX is 
drawn around a perfect fcc lattice, which exhibits perfect closure, whereas Burgers circuit 
ABCDEF drawn around a dislocation points out a closure misfit EF.  Burgers vector 
confirms this dislocation is of  / 6 211a  type, which is a leading partial in  111  plane.  
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6.4 Simulation Procedures 
 
The EAM potential for Cu developed by Mishin et al. [43] provides planar fault energies 
in good agreement with the values provided by density functional theory [44, 45], hence 
this potential is selected for this study.  As stated earlier, calculations of planar fault 
energy curves are conducted with both molecular statics and a dynamical method in this 
current study. During energy minimization in the statics method, the atoms are relaxed 
partially in the 111  direction but no relaxation is allowed in the 211  or 011  
directions, thus fixing the positions of the atoms in these directions. This is essential to 
maintain the atoms at their relevant positions, otherwise the atoms move to stable energy 
positions near the fault during relaxation. The energy barrier is then calculated comparing 
the total internal energy of the crystal with lattice misfit to that of a perfect fcc crystal. 
The relaxed results obtained by molecular statics are designated as the baseline GSFE or 
GPFE in this paper. For Cu,  the magnitudes of  
 

US
 and isf are calculated to be 167 mJ 
m
-2
 and 44 mJ m
-2
 in the current study. These magnitudes are consistent with ab-initio 
calculations.  For Cu, the magnitude of UT is calculated as 187 mJ m
-2
 consistent with 
ab-initio results[45], and we note that 2 tsf isf  . 
 During the molecular dynamics (MD) based short range planar energy calculation 
near the twin boundary, fixation of atoms in any particular direction is not enforced as the 
motion of the atoms during dislocation nucleation is reaction path dependent and follows 
the minimum energy direction in the closed packed plane.  Both the potential energy and 
position of an array of atoms  in the slip plane are monitored at a small timestep (0.01 fs). 
Energy barriers during dislocation nucleation and transmission are calculated from the 
potential energy difference between the lattices with defects and the perfect lattices at a 
particular time step.   
 Throughout the molecular statics and dynamics calculations, the temperature of 
the system is maintained at 10 K; hence providing a consistent baseline.  Internal energy 
fluctuation of the monitored atoms due to entropy is measured to be very small at this 
temperature, of the order of 0.0011 eV . The long-range hydrostatic stress field is 
removed from the energy calculation by comparing the energy of perfect fcc atoms under 
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the same external stress field. This provides a consistent framework for comparison of 
different loading conditions in this study. Thus, any deviation for 
 

US
 or UT  peak points 
to the effect of the internal stresses nearby the CTBs.  
 The MD simulation consists of a box of dimension 50 nm x 50 nm x 50 nm with a 
10 layer thick twin. The twin orientations for various loading conditions provide different 
twin Schmid factors for tension, as expected.  Our aim is to explore all the significant 
possibilities of twin orientations to capture the prevailing twin-slip interaction scenarios. 
Table 6.1 shows the various twin systems employed in these simulations and their 
corresponding twin Schmid factors for different loading (lattice) orientations.  For a 
particular loading direction, only the twin systems with maximum or minimum twin 
Schmid factor are presented, as discussed in Section 6.3, although all twin systems are 
analyzed.  Figure 6.3(b) displays the atomic structure of a matrix-twin configuration 
loaded in the [111] direction. The  111  glide planes in the matrix and twin are shown 
and the CTB atoms are colored differently than the matrix.  
 A parallel molecular dynamics program, LAMMPS [46], is used for both 
molecular statics and dynamics calculation. The atoms are first equilibrated statically to 
maintain a minimum energy configuration using the conjugate gradient method. This 
ensures a stress free crystal prior to loading.  During dynamic loading, uniaxial tension is 
applied up to 15% engineering strain at a strain rate of 10
9 
/sec.  The high strain rate is 
inherent in the simulations for computational efficiency to have the desired amount of 
deformation within a given simulation time. An NPT ensemble is utilized during the 
dynamic deformation where the number of atoms in the simulation box, N, the 
pressure/stress in the three directions, P, and the system temperature, T, are held constant 
throughout the simulation.    
 The simulation box is created with the ( )lmn pqr  twin system as outlined in 
Table 6.1 maintaining periodic boundary condition in all three directions.  The system is 
then rotated to the appropriate loading direction and subjected to a uniaxial tension 
loading. The matrix and the twin descriptions are consistent with the Thompson 
tetrahedra described in Figure 6.1 earlier. For cases when periodicity cannot be invoked 
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due to the geometry of twin boundaries, we ensure that the box size is chosen to achieve 
convergence of results without effects from the free surfaces.  The atomic positions,  
 
Table 6.1 Twin systems, corresponding twin Schmid factor of the twin boundary and 
Schmid factor of the incident dislocation in different loading orientation, where 
(lmn)[pqr] represents a matrix crystallographic orientation of x [pqr], y [lmn], z [pqr x 
lmn].  Non –deformation twins are indicated. 
 
Loading 
Orientation 
(Tension) 
Twin System 
(lmn)[pqr] 
 
Twin Schmid 
Factor  
Schmid Factor 
for Incident 
Dislocation 
[010] 
 (111)[211]  
0.24 0.24 
[111] 
 
111  121   0.31 0.31 
[111] 
 (111)[211]  
0.0+ 0.31 
[101] 
 (111)[121]  
0.47 0.47 
[321] 
 
111  112   0.47 0.47 
[321] 
 
111  211   0.0+ 0.47 
+ Non-deformation twins 
 
reactions, and the energetics are explored circumventing effects from the box size, image 
forces, and free surfaces on the reactions and energy levels. In particular, the twin lengths 
are long compared to the finite domains, where slip-twin interactions occur. 
We note that the presence of the void in the matrix ensured the nucleation of the incident 
dislocation at a stress magnitude considerably lower than in defect free single crystal 
copper. The glide of the partial dislocation occurred at stress levels below 2 GPa 
depending on the loading orientation. The dislocation-CTB reactions and energy barriers 
are checked by conducting simulations with 3,5, 10, 20 and 100 atomic layers yielding 
the same results for all these cases. 
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6.5 Visualization of Results 
Special codes are written to visualize the details of the dislocation-CTB interactions with 
visual molecular dynamics (VMD) [47], an atomistic configuration viewer program. In 
the images of the simulation cell, Figure 6.3(c), the centro-symmetry parameter is utilized 
[48].  Using this parameter, atoms which do not participate in the active slip processes are 
deleted to aid in visualizing the pertinent defects. The color red is assigned to partial 
dislocations, while stacking faults and twin boundaries are denoted in gold.  Only the 
slip-CTB intersections are focused in the figures for a clear comprehension.  
 To obtain an estimate of the magnitude and direction of the dislocations, a special 
code for determining the Burgers vector is developed, which relies on an array of 
translational vectors that help to draw a Burgers circuit around the dislocation as 
illustrated in Figure 6.3(c). Note that the non-closure of the circuit reveals the dislocation 
types reported in this work. Particularly revealing are the magnitudes of the glissile and 
sessile dislocations and their edge and screw components.  
 
Figure 6.4  Schmid factor contours of the leading Shockley partials. Under tension, the 
leading Shockley partials serve as the twinning dislocations. The circles within the 
triangle display the position of the crystal loading direction analyzed in this study.  
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6.6 Results: 
 Figure 6.4 illustrates the position of the loading directions in a stereographic 
triangle along with the Schmid factors for the twin systems in tension. These loading 
directions are carefully selected based on the relative resolved shear stress on the leading 
and trailing partials of the incident dislocations and the number of systems with 
maximum Schmid factor. A distinction is made based upon the Schmid factor of twin 
systems in a given loading direction. The twin system with the maximum Schmid factor 
for the leading partial is labelled as a „deformation twin‟ in this study. Non-deformation 
twins can arise from previous loading/temperature history on the material, as previously 
discussed.  
 For the  010 ,  111 ,  101 , and  321  crystal loading orientations loaded in 
tension, there are a total of 8, 3, 2 and 1 systems with the highest Schmid factor for the 
leading partial, respectively. We note that for the [010] loading, the trailing partial has a 
Schmid factor even higher than the leading, which inactivates this system. Therefore, for 
the [010] orientation, we consider „non-deformation twins‟ only. Based on the loading 
orientations and type of twin, multiple categories of incident dislocation-CTB 
interactions are examined, which cover the most significant possibilities. Other stress 
states including compression, (and the associated tension-compression asymmetry 
findings), and multi-axial stress states are not investigated in this current study. Different 
stress states would modify dislocation-CTB reactions; however, the basic concepts 
presented in this paper remain valid. The incident dislocations are nucleated from a stress 
concentrator (a void) sufficiently far from the CTB to negate stress field interactions, and 
this distance is systematically varied to ensure no size effects on the results.  From this 
nucleation site, the dislocation glides and intersects with the CTB. Because of the 
incident dislocation nucleation from the void, the stress levels are lower than the ideal 
strength levels obtained from first principle calculations [49]. The incident dislocation 
varies between a mixed 60
0
 dislocation, 30
0
 partial, and 90
0
 partial dislocation depending 
upon the loading orientation within the crystal.  Table 6.2 illustrates the screw and edge 
components of these incident dislocations observed during the dislocation CTB 
interaction, the reactions, and the outgoing dislocations. In this study, we explore 
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different regions of the stereographic triangle, in order to categorize the dislocation-CTB 
interactions.  
 
 
6.6.1 Dislocation Transmission Following CTB Incorporation  
 Upon tensile loading in the  010  crystal orientation, two mechanisms are 
operative. The incident dislocation reacts with a  111 211    CTB, which has the 
maximum twin Schmid factor for the [010] loading orientation. This is shown in Figure 
6.5(a), where a leading and trailing bowed partials are noted. A CTB incorporation of the 
incident dislocation results in transverse twin growth of the lamella followed by a 
transmission of the dislocation inside the twinned region (Figures 6.5(b) and 6.5(c)- Case 
(i) and (ii)). The CTB with the highest Schmid factor for the [010] loading is depicted in 
these figures, and the outgoing slip system also corresponds to the maximum resolved 
shear stress. 
The incident dislocation is a 600 mixed dislocation type with a 30
0
 leading and a 090  
trailing partial based on Burgers circuit analysis. The leading 30
0
 partial glides in the 
211
6
a
    direction on the  111  plane as it leave a widening intrinsic stacking fault 
behind. The Burgers vector of the dislocation is invariant along the dislocation line, 
although the character of dislocation changes along the dislocation front. At the line of 
intersection, the 30
0
 leading partial is found to have screw and edge components of 
[101]
4
a
 and [121]
12
a
, respectively. This can be summarized in Equation (6.1). 
 
[1 2 1]+ [1 0 1] [2 1 1]                                      (6.1)
12 4 6
0
Edge           Screw      30  leading partial
a a a

 
 A 090  trailing partial follows the leading partial as  121
6
a
  111  as noted in 
Figure 6.5(a).  
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 Once the 30
0
 leading partial with a / 6 211  a  Burgers vector is incorporated in 
the deformation CTB, the / 3[010]a  type stair rod dislocation is generated along with a 
/ 6[211]a  twinning partial at the CTB (Figure 6.5(b)).  The  / 6[211] 111T Ta  twin 
system has the maximum Schmid factor for the [010] loading direction and is thus 
favorable for glide.  This twinning partial glides along the CTB, and thus causes an 
increase in the transverse thickness of the twin lamella according to the following 
reaction, 
[211] [211] [010]                           (6.2)
6 6 3
T
Leading Twinning Stair rod
partial partial       dislocation
a a a
 
 
which is illustrated in the double Thompson tetrahedra in Figure 6.5(d) with dashed lines 
and also summarized in Table 6.2. The GSFE curve for the twinless case is shown in 
Figure 6.6(a). The GPFE for the incorporation process in the [010] and [111] loading 
cases are shown in Figure 6.6(b) and discussed in the next section. The transmission 
following incorporation energies are given in Figure 6.6(c). 
 
 The configuration that Equation (6.2) represents is referred to as an i-lock [36]. 
When the trailing partial [121]
6
a
 reacts with the stair rod, this causes nucleation of a 
glissile partial penetrating the twin and a Frank partial dislocation at the intersection (see 
Figure 6.5(c)). This can be summarized as follows (also shown in Figure 6.5(d) as a 
dashed line and depicted in Table 2.2).  
[010] [121] [121] [111]                           (6.3)
3 6 6 6
             
T T
Stair rod    Trailing     Glissile         Frank 
                  Partial    Dislocation  Dislocation  
a a a a
  
  
The [121]
6
T
a
 penetrates the twin as it glides on the  1 1 1
T
 plane. The Frank dislocation 
(Equation 6.3) is a sessile imperfect dislocation and its Burgers vector is directed normal 
to the  111  plane. In Figure 6.6(c) (Case (ii)) the elevation of the unstable energies for 
the transmission within the twin ( / 6[121]Ta ) are particularly noteworthy.   
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Figure 6.5. Dislocation-twin boundary interaction for the [010] loading direction in tension (a) Impinging 600 dislocation with a  / 6 211  a  30
0
 
leading and  / 6 121a  900 trailing partial dislocation glides through the matrix before interaction. The deformation twin boundary is 
/ 6[211](111)a  type. (b) After the leading partial interacts with the twin boundary, a twinning partial / 6[211]a  and a sessile stair-rod 
/ 3[010]a nucleate at the intersection (Case (i)). (c) The dislocation moves to the twinned region in the a/6[121] (111)T T  system once the 
trailing partial interact with the boundary(Case (ii)). The view points are slightly varied for a clearer comprehension of the event. (d) Double 
Thompson tetrahedron illustrating all the partials involved during the reaction.  
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Table 6.2 Edge and screw components of the incident dislocations the outgoing dislocation, the residual dislocation summarizing the 
results as a function of lattice loading direction. 
Loading 
Orientation 
Twin System Incident Leading 
Dislocation 
Outgoing 
Dislocation 
Residual  
Dislocation 
Interaction 
Outcome 
Components of Incident 
Leading Dislocation 
                               
eb  sb  
[010] 
 
Deformation  / 6 211 111a     / 6[211](111)a  / 3[010] a  Incorporation 
and 
Transmission 
/ 2 6a  / 2 2a  
[111] Deformation  / 6[112] 111a   / 6[121] 111a  / 6[013] a  Incorporation 
and Blockage 
/ 2 6a  / 2 2a  
[111] 
 
 Non-
Deformation 
 / 6[211] 111a   / 2[011] 100T Ta  / 6[233] a + Cube Plane 
Transmission 
/ 6a  0  
[101] 
 
Deformation  112 111    
          No Interaction 
     
Twin 
Translation 
/ 6a  0 
[321] 
 
Deformation   112 111             No Interaction 
    
Twin Growth 
(or 
contraction) 
/ 6a  0 
[321] Non-Deformation  / 6[112] 111a   / 6[121] 111T Ta  2 [111]9
a +  Transmission, 
multiplication 
(including 
remission) 
/ 2 6a  / 2 2a  
  + Further dissociation occurs. 
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Figure 6.6: (a) Baseline GSFE curve along / 6 211 a  direction in {111}  plane for incident 
dislocation. (b) GPFE curve along / 6 211 a  direction on the {111}  plane for the twinning partial in 
the incorporation process during [010] and [111] loading orientation (Case (i) (c) GSFE curve of 
transmission of the partial inside the twin after an incorporation process along the  / 6 211 a  direction 
on the  111  plane in the [0 1 0] loading orientation (Case (ii)). (d) GSFE curve along the / 2[110]a  
direction in the (100) plane for cube transmission in the [111] loading orientation, Case (iii) (e) GSFE 
curve along the / 6 211 a  direction on the {111}  glide plane measured near a Lomer dislocation in 
[111] loading, Case (iv). (f ) GSFE curve for the nucleated partials at the twin boundary during 
multiplication event in the [321] loading orientation (Case (v)); one of the dislocations is remitted to the 
matrix and the other into the twin. 
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6.6.2 Incorporation and Dislocation Blockage at the CTB  
A [111] tensile loading orientation results in dislocation incorporation in the twin but no 
transmission. Only the leading partial is observed in this orientation as noted in Figure 
6.7(a). The leading partial glides on the  111  plane in the  112
6
a
 direction creating an 
angle of 30
0
 with the line of intersection. The leading partial has both a screw and an 
edge component, where the screw component is of  101
4
a
 type and the edge component 
is 121
12
a
   . The non-screw component, upon impinging at a  111 121    CTB, 
nucleates a twinning dislocation along the CTB, which increases the twin lamella by one 
layer. In the process, a stair rod dislocation is generated according to (illustrated in Figure 
6.7(a)- Case (i)). 
[112] [121] [013]                                (6.4)
6 6 6
    
Leading     Twinning     Stair rod 
partial        partial       dislocation 
a a a
 
 
Note that nucleation of a [013] 
6
a
stair rod makes an acute angle with the CTB, different 
than the [010] 
3
a
case discussed earlier. The stair rod dislocation does not dissociate and 
remains sessile at the interaction site, as illustrated in Figure 6.7(a).  The lock produced in 
this way is also termed an “i-type” twin lock or “i-lock” (same as the earlier definition 
and Table 6.2).  
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Figure 6.7 (a) Dislocation- deformation twin boundary interaction for the [111] loading 
direction in tension, Case (i).  The incident 30
0 
dislocation interacts with a deformation 
twin boundary creating a twinning partial [121]
6
a
 and a sessile stair-rod [013]
6
a
 
nucleates at the intersection. No trailing partial is observed for this loading as the trailing 
partial remains pinned in the dislocation source throughout the deformation. (b) Incident 
and twinning partials are shown in the double Thompson tetrahedron. 
 
Figure 6.6(b) displays the energy barrier the twinning partial has to overcome in the 
 111  loading orientation.  The UT  of magnitude 232 mJ m
-2
 was obtained for this 
loading orientation, which is higher than the  010  case and the baseline UT  levels. This 
difference in magnitude has an important implication on the hardening behavior of the 
material as it indicates a higher barrier in nucleating twinning partials for the [111] 
orientation than the [010] orientation.  
 
6.6.3 Lomer Dislocation Generation and Glide Plane 
Transmission  
For a similar [111] tension crystal loading orientation, as discussed in Section 
6.3.2, an entirely different interaction mechanism is observed when a different type of 
dislocation interacts with a CTB of lower Schmid factor (i.e., a non-deformation twin). 
The incident dislocation for this reaction is a 90
0
 leading partial, which glides in the  
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[211]  direction on the (111)  plane.  The trailing partial is again pinned at the source and 
not observed throughout the loading for this case (Figure 6.8(a)), thus the trace of the 
intrinsic stacking fault is always visible behind the leading partial. 
 
Figure 6.8. Dislocation- non-deformation twin boundary interaction for the [111] loading 
direction in tension. (a) Incident edge dislocation interact with a non deformation twin 
boundary, which creates a lomer dislocation   / 2[011] (100)T Ta  and a sessile stair-rod 
/ 2[101]a nucleates at the intersection. No trailing partial is observed for this loading as 
trailing partial remain pinned in the dislocation source throughout the deformation.  (b) 
/ 3[101]a  stair rod finally dissociates into two more glissile dislocation, one in twinned 
region of type  / 6[211] (111)T Ta  and the other / 2[011](100)a  in matrix region. (c) 
Double Thompson tetrahedron illustrating all the dislocations involved during the 
reaction. The cube (100)T   plane is also shown with the tetrahedron which makes an 
angle of  125
0
 with (111) twin  boundary plane. 
 
However, the dislocation impinges on the (111)[211]  CTB with zero Schmid factor for 
this loading orientation. The incident partial, once it reacts with this CTB, nucleates a 
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Lomer type dislocation at the intersection, which glides in the twinned region in the 
 011
T
 direction.  This is illustrated in Figure 6.8(b) (Case (iii)). Rather than gliding in 
the regular slip plane, this Lomer type dislocation glides in the  100
T
 cube plane.  As the 
90
0
  partial is of edge character, once it reacts with the CTB, it creates a jog at the 
intersection site. This jog produces an additional step at the intersection and no twinning 
partial is observed at the CTB. In fact, the Schmid factor for the non-deformation CTB is 
not favorable for twin partial nucleation in this orientation. Hence, an impinging partial 
dislocation at the CTB creates a Lomer dislocation and a stair rod dislocation of  100
3
a
 
type. The slip transfer across the CTB is shown in Figure 6.8(a) and can be expressed as 
follows. 
 
[211] [011] [100]                           (6.5)
6 2 3
         
T
Leading      Lomer       Stair rod
partial     dislocation  dislocation
a a a
 
 
This [100] 
3
a
stair rod dislocation, however, is not stable and further dissociates into new 
dislocations, 
 
 [100] [011] [233]                          6.6
3 2 6
      
Stair rod     Remitted     Stair rod
dislocation   Lomer       dislocation 
                   dislocation 
a a a
 
 
which is illustrated in Figure 6.8 (b).  The (100) plane in a fcc material is not a closed 
packed plane, hence the unstable stacking fault energy barrier in this cube plane is 
significantly higher than the conventional (111) glide plane.  We calculated this energy 
barrier as 1614 mJ m
-2
  as illustrated in Figure 6.6(d). The dissociation of the  233
6
a
 
results in an  211
6 T
a
that nucleates and glides within the twinned region on the regular 
 111
T
 plane as seen in Figure 6.8(b). The reaction process of these two dislocations can 
be summarized as follows.  
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2
[233] [211] [111] (6.7)
6 6 9
            
T
Stair rod     Leading    Frank Partial
dislocation   partial      dislocation
a a a
 
 
The reactions are reviewed in Table 6.2 and also illustrated in Figure 6.8(c) (Case (iii)). A 
unique feature of this mechanism is dislocation multiplication.  The dislocation reaction 
at the CTB gives rise to three dislocations while leaving the boundary intact. The 
a/6[233] type dislocation is a sessile dislocation and is not observed experimentally. This 
is partly because this dislocation is energetically highly unstable, and immediately breaks 
down into two more dislocations as noted above. On the other hand, we note that the  
2a/9[1 1 1] type dislocations have been observed in experiments [23,24]. 
 
The Schmid factor of the CTB has a significant influence in the twin-slip interactions. In 
addition to that, the GSFE curve for glide transmission inside the twin demonstrates the 
presence of a high stress field both for stair rod dissociation and the presence of a Lomer 
dislocation discussed above. The 
 

US
 of 314 mJ m
-2
 (Figure 6.6(e)) for  211
6 T
a
 indicates 
a much higher energy barrier compared to the incident  211 111  system (Figure 
6.6(a)). This magnitude, however, decreases once the partial moves away from the 
interaction site and reduces to 210 mJ m
-2
. 
 
6.6.4 CTB Translation, Growth and Contraction  
Upon loading in the  321  or the  101  tension orientations in the presence of 
deformation twins, coplanar twinning dislocations glide at the CTB.  This behavior is 
anticipated in view of the limited systems activated in these two cases.  The leading 
partial nucleating from the source is in the same system as the deformation CTB, and, 
consequently, no interaction is expected.  In the case when the source is one of the twin 
boundaries, the twin lamella grows or contracts by one layer depending upon the 
direction of the dislocation motion.  At high strains, the partials nucleate at the same end 
of both the boundaries and glide in the same direction, which causes a rigid body 
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translation of the CTB by one layer as shown in Figure 6.9(a) (Case (iv)). The Thompson 
tetrahedron representation is given in Figure 6.9(b).   
 
 
 Figure 6.9. (a) Coplanar dislocation with a deformation twin boundary loaded in the 
[321] crystal orientation in tension as only one system is activated in this loading 
direction. Twinning partial is also seen to be nucleated at both the twin boundary. The 
solid line shows the new position of the twin boundary because of dislocation glide and it 
causes a twin migration by one Burgers vector from the original position shown by the 
dotted line. (b) Traversing twinning partials shown in a double Thompson tetrahedron. 
 
In case of the  101  loading direction, the twinning partials are nucleated from opposite 
ends; the twin lamella thickens or contracts by two layers depending on the glide 
direction of the twinning partial. Twinning partial glides in this case in the  112 111    
and  112 111    directions in upper and lower CTB, respectively.  As these two 
directions are mutually opposite in nature, this thickens the twin by two layers. However, 
if nucleation and glide of these partials are opposite, i.e. if dislocations glide in 
 112 111    and  112 111    directions in the upper and lower CTB, the twin would 
contract by two layers.  The energetics for this case corresponds to the relaxed curve in 
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Figure 6.6(b). The growth and translation processes can be observed in [010] and [111] 
tension as well. However, a higher number of activated systems dominate in these cases 
leading to the interactions as discussed earlier. 
 
6.6.5 Glide plane transmission of dislocation at the CTB  
A material volume with a non-deformation twin is subjected to the  321  tension loading 
orientation. In this case, the incident dislocation encounters a CTB with a low Schmid 
factor. This behavior differs from a CTB with the maximum Schmid factor (studied in 
Section 6.6.4). A 30
0
 leading partial dislocation nucleates from the source during 
deformation and glides in the  112  direction on the  111  glide plane.  In this crystal 
loading orientation, the trailing partial does not have a significant a role.  The incident 
mixed dislocation, once reacted with the CTB, continues to form a larger dislocation 
segment in the reacting  011  line direction at the intersection, as shown in Figure 6.10(a), 
Case (v).  At this segment, a 30
0
 partial nucleates within the CTB in the form of a loop.  
During this reaction, a Frank partial is created at the CTB. 
2
[112] [121] [111]                                  (6.8)
6 6 9
T
Leading    Leading     Frank partial   
partial       partial       
in matrix    in twin                                                 
a a a
 
     
 
The motion of the leading partial in the twin undergoes an energy barrier elevated from 
that of a twin free matrix.  
The Frank partial, which is directed normal to  111  plane, is unstable and further 
dissociates into two more partials – one glides in the twinned region and the other partial 
is reemitted in matrix (see Figure 6.10(b) and Table 6.2).  
2
[111] [211] [211]                           (6.9)
9 6 6
T
Frank Trailing Reemitted
Partial      Partial Partial
                    in Twin in Matrix
a a a
 
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Figure 6.10. Dislocation- non-deformation twin boundary interaction for the [321] 
loading direction in tension. (a) Incident 30
0
 partial dislocation / 6[112](111)a interacts 
with a non-deformation twin boundary, which creates a partial dislocation 
[121] (111)
6
T T
a
 and a sessile Frank dislocation 
2
[111]
9
a
 at the intersection. No trailing 
partial is observed for this loading as trailing partial remains pinned in the dislocation 
source throughout the deformation.  (b) 
2
[111]
9
a
 Frank partial finally dissociates into 
two more glissile dislocation and causes a dislocation multiplication. One dislocation 
glides in twinned region acts as a trailing partial of  [211] (111)
6
T T
a
 type and the other 
partial dislocation [211](111)
6
a
glides and annihilate the partial dislocation left by the 
original incident dislocation [112](111)
6
a
. (c) Double Thompson tetrahedron illustrating 
all the dislocations involved during the reaction. 
 
 The [211]
6
a
 partial, upon reemission, removes the stacking fault left by the 
leading partial. The energetics of this case is given in Figure 6.6(f) corresponding to the 
trailing partial in the twin and the reemitted partial in the matrix. It is shown that the 
barriers for glide through a CTB are significantly higher compared to a regular 
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dislocation glide case (Figure 6.6(a)) supporting a significant level of strengthening 
associated with non-deformation twins. The reemission behavior of an incident 
dislocation from a CTB is reported experimentally [50]; in this study, we provide the 
associated energy barrier.   
 
6.7 Discussion of Results:  
The simulations determined precisely the energetics of slip-twin interactions under tensile 
deformation, particularly in the presence of sessile dislocations. The twin boundaries 
serve as effective barriers in all cases, but the energy barriers are higher in some crystal 
orientations than others. Compared to dislocation glide in the perfect lattice, the glide of 
partials along twin boundaries (incorporation) requires crossing a higher energy barrier. 
This is clearly illustrated in Figure 6.6(b). Transmission following incorporation also 
faces a high-energy barrier as illustrated in Figure 6.6(c). Glide transmission near a 
Lomer dislocation (Figure 6.6(d)) requires surmounting higher energy barriers hence 
considerable strengthening can occur in these cases. Dislocation multiplication at the 
CTB (Figure 6.6(f)) and transmission near a Frank dislocation (Figure 6.6(e)) also 
produce substantial elevations in the planar fault energy curves. Twin translation with 
coplanar slip provides the least effective barrier to slip among all cases. We note that, all 
these five different dislocation-CTB reaction cases  (Cases (i)-(v)) have been observed 
previously in experimental research [12, 14, 16-21, 24-26, 30, 31]. 
 The results clearly point to the role of loading orientation and Schmid factor on 
dislocation-CTB interactions. A classification of these interaction mechanisms into 
different categories and identifying the energy barriers for slip is achieved in this work.  
This improves the current understanding of strain-hardening behavior of low SFE 
materials as a function of crystallographic orientation. Orientations near the [111] pole of 
the stereographic triangle are expected to provide the highest resistance to slip, as a 
consequence are hard orientations. In this case, glide transmission near a Lomer 
dislocation is associated with high energy barriers. The residual dislocations encountered 
in the [111] and the [010] loading cases elevate the energy barrier associated with 
incorporation. The presence of deformation twins for loading orientations near the [101] 
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pole and near the [321] (inside the stereographic triangle) also provide resistance to flow 
but to a lesser extent than the [111] and [010] cases.  
 These simulations on the orientation dependence of strain hardening are in 
agreement with the significant amount of experimental evidence obtained on deformation 
of single crystals with twins [2-4, 6-8]. In these studies, there have been significant 
emphases on the magnitude of the intrinsic stacking fault energy and its role in 
strengthening. The present study points to the considerable elevation of the unstable twin 
and unstable stacking fault energies. For example, the simplified twinning stress equation 
proposed in our earlier work [45] for twin nucleation and early growth points to a 
stronger dependence on the unstable twin energy (relevant to incorporation) compared to 
the intrinsic stacking fault energy  We also note that based on the earlier work of Rice 
[36], the nucleation stress increases proportional to the unstable fault energy to a first 
approximation. Hence, any increase in unstable fault energy would require an increase in 
the stress magnitudes for slip motion.  
 The results are consistent with the early works of Mahajan [18], Remy et al. [13], 
Hartley et al. [10], and recently by Jin et al. [51] on the incorporation process and that of 
Robertson [52] regarding the choice of active systems at CTBs. Robertson et al. [52] 
proposed three criteria to predict which system is activated after the intersection. These 
criteria were developed initially for full dislocations; our results show that these criteria 
hold for partial dislocations interacting with CTB as well. The first is a geometric 
criterion, which ensures that the angle between the line of intersection at the boundary of 
the incoming and outgoing dislocation is minimized. In all our results this angle is zero, 
as expected for the CTBs, which is the absolute minimum. Also, our results satisfy the 
second condition, which requires a maximum value of the resolved shear stress acting on 
the outgoing slip system. The third criterion requires the residual boundary dislocation be 
a minimum.  Our analyses reveal that in all the cases residual dislocations are created 
either in the form of a stair rod or Frank dislocation with different Burgers vector 
magnitudes. We note that the internal stress fields associated with these residual 
dislocations elevate the unstable fault energies and contribute to the strengthening 
associated with CTBs. 
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 The loading orientation influences dislocation-CTB interactions in three ways. It 
affects the critical resolved shear stress factor of the CTB, influences dislocation 
separation distance determined by the stacking fault energy, and determines the screw 
and edge components of the incident dislocation. For example, in the  111  loading 
orientation, no trailing partial is observed (in Cu) and this prevents further dissociation of 
the sessile dislocations at the boundary, leading to further hardening as observed in our 
case.   Apart from the orientation dependence [9, 53], the /isf US   ratio is a factor in 
deciding the presence of the trailing partial [54]. Lower ratios favor higher separation 
distances such that the leading partial plays a major role in interactions with CTBs.  We 
expect that other low stacking fault energy metals to behave similarly to copper. 
 The i-locks formed at the dislocation-CTB junction trap incoming dislocations to 
form dislocation pileups at the twin boundaries. In addition to i-lock formation in the 
[111] loading orientation, a glissile Lomer dislocation is also observed in this orientation 
when the incident dislocation interacts with a non-deformation twin.  The value of US  
for a Lomer dislocation is found to be 1614 mJ m
-2
 , which is significantly higher than 
that of the normal glide plane (167 mJ m
-2
). Hence, its translation is confined to a short 
distance across the twin transverse direction.  The flow proceeds upon a stair rod 
disassociation, which leads to a Frank partial and glide transmission with significant 
elevation of the unstable energy levels (Figure 6.6(e)). 
 The unrelaxed energy curves represent the role of internal stress fields on the 
energy barrier [42]. The unrelaxed and relaxed baseline GPFE curves in Figure 6.6(b) 
illustrate the energy barriers that the twinning partials must overcome in an incorporation 
process after forming the i-lock in the [010] and the [111] loading orientations, 
respectively.  A relaxed GPFE signifies the energy barrier for dislocation nucleation in 
the stress free state similar to the simulations conducted in our earlier work using density 
functional theory [45]. The increase in magnitude of UT was measured as 47  mJ m
-2
  and 
27  mJ m
-2
  for the [111] and the [010] loading orientations, respectively. This increase in 
energy barrier is attributed to the local stress field generated, due to the presence of 
sessile stair-rod dislocation at the interaction site. In both of these loading directions, the 
stair-rod dislocations create an angle of 054  with the CTB.  In the  010  loading 
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direction, the magnitude of stair-rod dislocation is 0.33a  whereas in the  111  orientation, 
it is found to be 0.527a . Thus, this difference in energy barrier explains the efficacy of 
the residual dislocation in the hardening process as observed experimentally [52]. These 
results provide an additional rationale for higher strain-hardening behavior observed in 
the [111] orientations in fcc metals [55] and alloys [2, 56-58].  Unlike stair-rod 
dislocations, a Frank partial dislocation creates an angle of 900 with the close packed 
planes. Hence, the Frank partial dislocation generates a much higher local stress 
concentration at the barrier. This is reflected in the increase of US  of the nucleated 
dislocation at the boundary by 158  mJ m
-2
 (from baseline us )
  
in Figure 6.6(f) and by 
178  mJ m
-2
 in Figure 6.6(c).
  
  Also, our results clarify the lower hardening observed in the [321] and the [101] 
tension crystal orientation in the presence of deformation twins. After the nucleation of a 
deformation twin, additional dislocation-twin interactions are limited in the [321] and 
[101] cases, because of the coplanar nature of the dislocation with the deformation twin. 
Twin migration and twin growth (or shrinkage) is observed in these loading cases as CTB 
motion has a strong dependency on the shear direction along CTB [35]. Migration or 
growth (shrinkage) only occurs for the deformation twin in the [321] and the [101] 
loading orientation, as this enforces a maximum shear stress in the 112 {111} direction 
along the CTB. For the non-deformation case in the [321] loading orientation, the 
maximum shear is in the 101 {111} direction and no migration or growth (shrinkage) is 
expected. TEM images in low SFE materials [2, 4] verify these results in these loading 
orientations. On the other hand, the results point to the possibility that a non-deformation 
twin with a low Schmid factor may be a source of dislocation multiplication (Figures 
2.10(a,b)).  This is observed in both the [111] and [321] loading orientations. In this case, 
one of the nucleated dislocations at the CTB is reemitted to the matrix region (with a high 
energy barrier, Figure 6.6(f)), thus annihilating the stacking fault that trails the leading 
incident partial.   
 In summary, in the calculation of GPFE, all fault energies are determined relative 
to the energy of the fcc structure under the same external stress. Overall, the results point 
to a significant contribution of the internal stresses on the energy barriers and ultimately 
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the reaction-induced (complex) stress states at the twin boundaries, which govern the 
resulting dislocation glide behavior.  
 
6.8 Summary 
 The present work extends our understanding of the role of crystal loading 
direction on dislocation-CTB interactions, introduced a novel technique for tracking 
energy barriers during deformation, and provided a rationale for CTB strengthening in 
fcc crystals. The results support the following conclusions: 
 
  The results provide quantitative evidence of enhanced energy barriers in twin-slip 
interactions and prove that twins are strong barriers to dislocation glide in fcc metals. The 
results point to the exact interaction that occurs under the given loading conditions 
among a wide range of slip-twin interactions. The work addresses a number of cases that 
have been observed experimentally, but have not received wide attention, and also 
introduces previously unreported reactions and multiplication cases.  
 
 Dislocation reemission in the matrix, glide at the CTB or inside the twin present 
varying energy barriers that decide the strengthening in fcc metals undergoing slip-twin 
interactions. Lomer, stair-rod, and Frank partial dislocations are nucleated during 
dislocation-CTB interactions with varying dislocation vectors, which modify the local 
stress fields and elevate the energy barriers for glide in the matrix and in the twin. The 
conditions under which these residual dislocations occur are determined precisely in this 
paper. The work extends previous treatments by providing a unifying „energy barrier‟ 
framework to understand all possible interactions and reactions. 
  Under [111] tensile loading, a considerably higher energy barrier has been 
observed under various scenarios including incorporation and short-range cube 
transmission of the leading partial dislocation. A modest amount of hardening is expected 
in the [010] case with the incident dislocation undergoing incorporation and transmission. 
The lack of multiple slip and deformation twin systems in the [321] and [101] tension 
orientations causes coplanar dislocations resulting in twin growth, contraction, or rigid 
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body translation with modest effects on strain hardening.  Interestingly, the non-
deformation twins, resulting in Frank partials in the [321] case, can be very effective in 
elevating the energy barriers for dislocation multiplication and reemission. 
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Chapter 7 
 
Conclusions and future work 
 
7.1 Conclusions 
 
In this work, we present an energetic approach to comprehend the characteristics of 
twinning in metals and alloys. Specifically, in second part of the thesis, we discuss 
different modes of twin growth mechanisms in martensitic and austenitic phases of a 
shape memory alloy (NiTi). The quantitative results provide an important insight of 
twinning in these two phases that yields shape memory and super-elastic behavior in NiTi. 
In first part of the thesis, we focused on dislocation-twin boundary interactions in a face 
centered cubic metal (Cu) that contributes to material hardening.      
  In chapter 2, we present the detwinning mechanism of Type II in martensitic 
(B19‟) NiTi utilizing density functional theory based first principle calculations. The 
energetics reveals a distinction between the nucleation and growth mechanism of Type II 
twinning. The detwinning process is found to be operated by a complex conjunction of 
shear and shuffle mode and contributes notably to the barrier energy. Bond direction 
behavior is also investigated during the shear-shuffle mechanism and noted to control the 
shuffle of atoms during detwinning process.  
 In chapter 3, we extend our analysis for deformation twins in NiTi martensite. We 
reported energy barrier for (001), (100) and (201)  type of twin nucleation and growth 
with details of atomics shear and shuffle mechanism. Our energetic approach successfully 
predicts the evolution of deformation twins that are observed in experimental studies. In 
addition, we provide the barrier for dislocation glide in these systems that show the 
inherent reasoning why twin migration is favored over slip in B19‟ state.  
 In chapter 4, we address the energetics for (112) deformation twinning of B2 
austenitic phase in NiTi. We propose a twinning mechanism that combines shuffle in the 
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direction of shear that provides significantly lower energy barrier than previously 
proposed mechanism. In addition, we unravel the contribution of hydrostatic pressure that 
is generated due to the presence of an elastic field of surrounding microstructure. Our 
results point out that hydrostatic pressure alters both the magnitude of energy barrier in 
addition to the coupling of shear and shuffle.  
 In chapter 5, we determine the landscape for (114) deformation twin growth in 
austenitic NiTi. Energy reveals a clear coupling of shear and shuffle and points out why 
(114) twins are more readily observed in comparison with the (112) twin mode. We also 
discuss the contribution of boundary shift at the interface that contributes to the overall 
energy barrier. Overall, we provide a quantitative understanding of shape memory alloy 
by categorizing their twinning behavior.  
 In chapter 6, we introduce a novel technique to calculate energy barrier during 
dislocation-twin boundary interaction and provided quantitative rationale for twin 
boundary strengthening in fcc crystals via molecular dynamics simulations. The barrier 
energy is provided in terms of Generalized Stacking Fault Energy (GSFE) and 
Generalized Planar Fault Energy (GPFE) curves. We address a number of cases that has 
been observed with ex-situ experimental technique and we provide the energetic barrier 
in these interactions. Our results points that twin boundaries provide a strong barrier to 
incoming dislocations under given loading conditions. Depending on the loading 
condition, orientation of twin boundaries, and type of incident dislocation, several types 
of residual dislocation such as Lomer, stair-rod and Frank partials can nucleate at the 
intersection site.  The residual dislocation alters the local stress field at the intersection 
site and contributes significantly for the glide of new dislocation in the matrix or in the 
twin. In slip-twin interactions, the barrier provided by the twin boundary is found to be 
proportional to the magnitude of the residual dislocation.   
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7.2 Future work 
 
The research summarized in this thesis opens up several possible research avenues, many 
of which are actively being investigated in the research community today. It is pertinent 
here to briefly discuss some specific research problems that can be immediately 
investigated using the methodology proposed in the present work.  
 In this thesis, we provide a quantitative methodology for design of new shape 
memory alloys by predicting their detwinning stresses. This method can be readily 
utilized to classify clearly the different twin modes that are operative in monoclinic and 
tetragonal (modulated and non-modulated) martensites and understand the factors that 
influence their nucleation and migration barriers in magnetic shape memory alloys such 
as NiMnGa, NiFeGa or CoNiAl. The energetics have been successfully demonstrated for 
NiTi in this work, but the transforming magnetic materials have more complex 
crystallography, non-reflective twinning with shear and shuffle atomic displacements that 
require further  attention and methods to capture the minimum energy paths.  Most 
importantly, the approach demonstrated here in this work can open up a science based 
understanding of the energy barriers as a function of composition and can open new 
frontiers in developing alloys. 
 In this study, we examined energetics of dislocation-twin boundary interactions 
for fcc metals. Our study points out that the dislocation interaction with the twin 
boundary controls the local stress field, which can finally contribute to the strength 
hardening behavior. However, it is essential to investigate the behavior of deformation 
twinning interacting with other twin boundaries as well, since those are prevalent in low 
stacking fault energy materials. The twin-twin interaction will result in dissimilar 
reactions and the quantitative energy barriers are yet to be established. A model that 
accounts dislocation-twin boundary interactions for low stacking fault energy would also 
required incorporating twin-twin interaction for predicting accurate deformation scenario.   
It is also desirable that the present methodology be extended to more complex 
interactions in body centered cubic materials such as Fe, W or Nb where twins play 
prominent role in the deformation behavior.  
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